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end of the TcobC to the 
street work to be done right away ttie
board. held the matter up for a 1 C Vy
wecks. The ,question is quite an
insportant one, some taking the posi-
tion that ehen contracts are let for
re-constructiosa of streets many
block* long, that the same character
of material, brick, bittilithic, con-
crete, etc., have to be used for the
entire w Lt.' it, 1.0 11.414.c1 ...t...t i.s:Si...
blocks long, while others take the
view that it can be done like Ken-
tucky avenue and Jefferson street,
where bald the improvement is made
of brick and the remainder of blue-
iithic. Another question in coanec-
Lion therewith is whether the re-con-
structed sidewalks over town have to
alt be made the same width, or can
vary, when it comes to distinguishing
those for the residence portion and
those for the bwiinese section Presi-
dent Ed Noble of the board said is
seethed to hinv that if ordiances were
adopted, stipulating that paventents
of concrete had to be six feet wide in
the residence part, that when the
business section grew and spread out
so as to include whatever residence
part has the narrow walk*, that the
pavements could not be widened. As
there are so many fine points attached
to the proposition, the authorities will
consider it well and long before
finally acting.
Coitractor Dick • Davis was in-
structed to repair the bad places on
the slate roof of the new market.
Boos have thrown rocks on top Of the
roof and broltennany blocks of the
Atte, while in`Ather place* elective
stating causes leaks to s 4. Wher-
ever is is found that the slate was
bed when originally put on, no
charge will: be made.for the new ones,
but where rocks or other causes
damaged it, the regular price will be
charged by the contractor for new
ones. Mx. Davis was the one who
put the roof on.
Motor the gutters of South Thied
streen considerable dirt iota* and
the street inspector was ordered to
have it carted IINtray, so surface water
can drain properly and be carried off
by the force of its natural and un-
obeli:rutted' flow.
Superintendent Keeblet, of the cite
electric light plant, and City Engineer
Wleshingtott OW reports about con-
ditions in their departments. -
was ordered that hereafter no
permits of any nature whatever Ix
issued to the East Tennessee Tele-
phone company to excavate the pub-
lic streets so they can place their
uprigio poles, underground. conduits.,
or ether subterranean -work. In re-
fusing to issue the company will now
be warranted if they excavate with-
out Authority, and the matter thereby
gotten into the cossets and fought out
to a finish, the municipal authorities
claiming the company has no public
franohise to do business here and
rafuses to purchase any put up for
its benefit for *ale. The company has
dug up the streets many times here-
toferre, and warrants gotten for them,
but they produced permits for the
excavation* . Now they can get none
from any Oldie department, and this
puts them in an attitude where they
will have to abide by the city laws.
or stand repeated prosecutions and
fines
To Be Given Council by the
Board of Public Works
OF ACCEPTANCE OF
STREET IMPROVEMENTS.
Question of Adopting a Uniform Sys
tern of Constructing Street*
and Sidewalks Discussed.
BOARD DECIDES TO REFUSE
PERMITS TO E. T. T. CO.
Yesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of the board of public works it
. was ordeoed that a communication
be drawn up ant handed in to the
council and aldermen at their ses-
sions next week officially notifying
them that the board of works has ac
cepted the Third street reconstruc-
tion improvement as 'completed ac-
cording to plans and specifications
by Contractor Bridges.
Last week there come up in the
iesislative hoards the question of
yiag over to the contreceor the
balance ,of the money due him for
the work, but the fact developed that
no paper had ever come from the
heard of works authorteetively oat-
Mg that they had officially, in tbe
"tape of the city, gotie over the im-
prdiettnem, inspected sante and then
received it. The members of the
legislative bodies then decided not
to accept the seconstruction And pay
for saml until the board of works
bad made a report of same, and now
this is their official seatement to be
filed.
City Solicitor . James Campbell,
Jr., was ordered to bring in, sow
new ordinances for imprenrensent of
I Hays s4treet and other public thor-
oughfares. The present measures
adopted do not fit ithe occasion as to
the time limit far completion of the
ork, etc., became the improve-
."' atent cannot be started now on ac-
f% awn of else winter weather and fin
imbed under circumstances as orig-
inarrenteaded.Sheet Inspector Alonzo Elliott
has many bad places in the public
streets around town that he wants
to improve, but the gravel he has on
hand r% not good enough, it being
mostly that whicb was taken from
the top of Third street when that
thoroughfare was excavated for the
bricks put down. This not being
good enough for the purpose desired
the "inspector was empowered to buy
about twenty-five loads from the
Pryor pits.
I* inspector also needs some vas
cant lot on which to store sewer
PiPe that he uses gradually in /eying
.1 
drainage around the city. .Secre-
tary Satmders Fowler, of the board
i of works, offered to let the inspec-
tor use free of charge d pint of
ground Mk. F44er ceintreie near
the foot of Obio street beside the
coal company's plant there.
Ben Griffith put into the board a
request that there be opened A cer-
tais alley in West End that is now
closed by private property owners.
litho matter was referred to
the city solicitor for a legal -report
as to whether the board has the
authority to compel the people to
throw open the public passageway.
The board has given until January
toth for all the marketers and. euech.
•
• Nez on the -public market to signify
ir intention as to whether or not
they want to renew for six, rnonts
i 'then' licenses and retain possession of4 ,
. ineir stalls. The present occupants
of the benches are given precedence
when it comes to renting the stalls.
and those whcrdro not want to renew
are to -notify -the hoard, so others
wanting the benches can be accoa-
nlodatert.
At present when it bard rainfali
comes and the water rushes down
the public levee at thb foot of Eliza-
beth near Mal. street towards the
deer, the bore of the ilow carries
away the gravel on the levee and
leaves bad places in it. On taking
tt this complaint _the &lard ein-
d the city engira.er to have
drain pipes laid -underneath the
levees leading horn top of street
down to edge of the river, so ehat
. die 'flow of wafer can be searriecti oil in
tlPet =prier beneath the gravel and
tlitt% latter not washed away or
11!1..y.,thied,
:-CgatY Solkitor Campbell laid hr_
'the boned the instriottion he re-
from the 'legislative aufhori-
ttee aeveral weeks agoOhat he draw
up aildi bring in for adoption ordin-
tehtreproviding for a. oviform system
' -.-:'iosistruc 'iii,i pu stblic reete• andSoya
Ns. said he did not
Iiiiirottaltito le rsta lid the role st iota
•
TO FRANKFORT
SENATOR CAMPBELL GOES UP
SATURDAY FOR THE
SESSION.
Cauca' Wilt, Be Held Next Monday
Evening For Purpose of Deciding
on Officials.
'CUPID'S CAPERS
Gets His Record Into Sen-
sations of the Day.
au.u.,..D SISTER
TO PREVENT MARRIAGE
New York Spinster With Coin Mar-
ries Young Irishman. Who Wu
Her Coachman.
KENTUCKY CONTRIBUTES
VERY NOVEL CASE
New York, Dec. 27.—Because she
was determined to marry the man
of her choice, Maria Torregiani, a
pretty dressmaker, was shot dead by
her brother, Caesaine, egio then flung
himself headlong ironi a second-
story window, fkaicturing his skull
and causing internal injuries that
will result fatally.
Vito Gialenaila, the girl's fiance,
told today how the young woman
was killed last night ii, the -home of
her couein Enrico Masocohi she
lay asleep with the latter's nine-
year-old daugtter.
The murderer, Caesare, attended a
dance. He is from Genoa, and boast
ed of his flintily and of the position
they held hi his native country.
see my little sister is here,"
he Mid. "She is only twenty years
old, and she reit in love with a Nea-
politan tailor. Think of a member
of my family marrying a Neapolitan!
We are Genoese, and we hate Nea-
politans. We sent her here a year
'ago. Then she met this Neapdlitan,
Vito 6iarielia, and stie says she will
merry him. We have picked out a
husband for her .and she will never
I've to merry Vito!'
Torregiani went to the Mastocehi
home, where he and Isis eater lived.
"You are determents!! to Marry
him, are your the brother asked.
1"You say you will marry tem in
apite of our father and mother?"
"I'll do as I choose," the girl re-
plied.
Then came five revolver shots.
The girl died instantly The child
sleetiing by her. side snuggled chose
t) her, and the blood covered her.
Caesare trade for the hall. Then he
turned back..
"They'll get me if I go that way."
he mumbled, as be saw a great
crowd gathering. He ran to a front
window, nvertArrned a Christmas tree
that stood in his way and then dived
heed firs* through a cloyed wirglow.
State senator Campbell yesterday
stated that he would leave Satgrday
night for Frankfort,. where 'next
Tuesday the senate and house of rep-
resentatives convene for their sixty
days session. The new legislator
front this county,, M. L P Head,
leave for the state capitol about
the nine time Senator Cantiobell
rloes.
k
It is eapected that the caucus will
he held UindtlY night by both the
senate meirthers, am( those compris-
ing-Abe house of representatives, as
the 'open sessions el:inverse the next
nterning. The subject of the caucus
is lo decide upon the speaker of the
house, the sergearit-at-arms, cloak-
room attendants, pages, ' enrolling
clerks and other official elected by
the ;body.,
Th. coming session of the senate
and legislature promise to be one
of tile most important ever beta in
the history of the body, as beside the
Ul States senatorial race many
estions come befere the repre-athe
sentat •
Circuit court convenes
at a"Vick:iffe.
"Monday
•
Suicide's Bride Weds.
Zaneeville, 0., . 27. --ilea.
Garret Gilbreath, irecthis city, and
Cuarles C. McCarty. of Pittsburg.
were married lay the Rev. Dickinson.
pastor of the Putnam Presbyterian
church, at 8 o'clock last night.
The bride, who was formerly Ma:
May Davis, was married in last Au-
gust to Garret Gilbreath, who com-
mitted suicide whortly afar his wed-
ding. It then developed that Mi
Davie and McCarty, the groom- of
last night's wedOnt, had been !ova's,
arid her 'Garrido to Gilbreath was
prompted, a was said, by jealousy
and pique.
Soon after lash night's wedding
McCarty and his bride left for Pitti
burg, where they will reside.
Wealthy Spinster Marries Coachman.
New York, Dec. 27.—Mise Mar-
garet Brynytt Fisher, a wealthy
spinster, surprised her marvy friends
in /theca /eeterday by the announce
went of her marriage the night be-
fore to Patrick Thomas Kelly, a
young Irishman whom 'he formerly
employed as coachman. The wed-
ding was a quiet affair. It 'had been
arranged without the knowledge of
her friends. and had been planned
for some time. Miss Fieher iv re-
fined, well educated and— possessee
$too.onb. She was liberal- in philan-
thropic work, and drove about 'the
city caning on friends and perform-
ing charitable acts in a carriage
which she employed by the ieeason of
a total liveryman Pat Kelly, a
sandy-belted, good-natured young
fel,ihman, attracted the attention of
16( I RN Fisher im the firet trip, and
afterward she would have no other
driver. • The couple are now'enjoy-
ing a wedding tour.
VOL 22, NO. 204
Wrenn such marked attenilion that in I
the fall she and her husband were I NDED HIS LIFEdivdrced, she marrying Clasbey a
few days later. The newly-weddect
temple moved nearer tnis place and
began 'howeiceeping.
Wrenn soon tired of single blessed Young Man Desponded Over
nrss and went to the home u Clas-
bey and nude satisfactory arrange-
ments to live with him. Ordinarily
the situation woald be rather em-
harmsng, but Mrs. Clas-bey seen'- 
--.1" 7,
to he getting along nicely with her THE DESTROYING DRUG.
present and former husband. These
conditions have existed for the last
eighteen months, and neighbors say
that not the least ruffle has ever oc-
curred to mar the happiness of the
home.,
FINANCIAL CRASH
IN MEMPUIS
Merchants' Trust Company and Two
Smaller Institutione Suspend.
Alemphis, Dec. 27.—The Mer-
cha.nti' Trust company has closed its
doors, and a receiver has been ap-
pointed. Felix T. Pope is president
of the Merchants' Trust company.
The institution has a capital stock
of $2ooxioo.
The American Savings Bank and
Trust company and the Merchants'
Savings hank have also suspended
looinatc. '• ore solar institu-
'i•.•ns a•iied with the Merchants'
rnist company
The c:, iise of the siisoension of the
:t.zr.dhauts' Trust company is said
to hai'e been over loans on discounts.
One of the directors said to a repre-
serustive of the Associated- Press
that the three institetiona had ample
assets and would pay dolar for dol-
lar.
When the officers of the Merchant,,'
Trust conmany decided to suspend
bliainWas. Chancellor Heiskell was
asked' to appoint a receiver for the
institution. Hon. John P. Ed.rnond-
son, ippe of the best known lawyers
in afelliphis, was named as receiver.
Kentucky's Move) Cu..
Glasgow, Ky.. Dec. 27.—Barrel;
0f,nnity has a ease of matrimony prob
ably wutwout a parallel in the state.
Nearly two years ago Bud Wrenn
moved from Warren county to a
farm neer this ptace . Later he em-
p:oyed Jerry Clasbey. During the
slimmer Clasbey showed Mrs.
•
NOW Otii REPORT
CHIZF WOODS, OF FIRE DE-
PARTMENT GETTING UP
STATEMENT
Leaves Caine Near Igniting Hoene
of Are Fannie Allard, on North
Pilitts—joase Loss.
Cilei James Wood's of the fire de-
paraireint, yesterday morning com-
menced work apon his annual report
wine& he win heed in to Mayor Yel-
ler jib 011401' VIM the latter can
Wb UMW message witka
be liliters so the incoming tegiebe-
bye authorities after the first of next
month. The chief ha, not gotten
down into the 6guree showing the
toted amount of losses for this year
and also the total umber of firts.
but-wilt have that done today or to-
morrow. In hie statement he will
alms show the condition of the de-
parlament, and what will be nzeded
for next year.
Narrow Escape
The residence building of Mrs.
Fatutie Allard, of North Fifth near
Hai/ikon street, came near being
burned yesterday mottling. The
house is empty, having been vacated
by Clothier W. K. Poage when he
'left here. Some boys playing in the
yard accidentally set (we to the
leayes and ithe blase ran unde
floors, and oteo to the stable. The
department put out the use before
any hos was sustained.
Insurance Adjusters
The adjusters for the fire in-surance
companies are here to settle the los.;
occasioned by the fire lift week that
destroyed the John L. Jones install-
?NW house on North Fourth street.
When the lose on stock *d building
is adilleted work on repairing the
saarehouse will be commenced. The
adjusters have not yet settled the
lose silstaincd hy the Red glen on
their irtlaraphernalio and decora-
tine .
Had Been Here but a Few Months
and Was Office Boy for Dr.
Robertson.
LEFT EXPLAINING
LETTERS TO FRIENDS.
Yesterday afternoon the remains
of Len Hardesty, the young man
who committed' suicide in the morn-
ing, were removed from the Pool ,&
Nance undertaking establishment, of
South Third street, to the borne of
friends at 521 South Tenth street,
where the body is being held until
arrival today of his brother, who
telegraphed from his home in Union-
town, Ky., that he would come for
the corpse. It is thought the body
will be taken- .to that city for inter-
ment.
HE WAS EXCITED '
Louisville. Ky , Ific 27.—James
C. Cot horn. of Cl arks ail le, Tenn.,
who was in such haste to get mar-
ried yesterday that he persuatied a
deputy to accompany him into the
battling court house to secure o. li-
cease, had to wait, after all. in the
excitement he got a license to marry
his prospective mottaer-in-law inatead
oit his bride.
1
ANTI-CIGARETTE LAW
. Louisville. Ky.. Dec. 27.—An an-
theigarette mew for Kentucky, posi-
tieely prohibiting the sake. er use of
cigarettes in the state, will he intro- him but could sot, Hardesty's factI
dined Is the legislatute at the coin- was stilt warm, but his hands very
jag ersaica. 4... . cold. Fearing something was wrong
Love Affair Suicides
Young Hatdesty was found tying
in death yesterday morning shortly
after 7 o'clock on a couch in, the
office of Dr. Jeff Robertson, on the
second floor above Smith & Nagel's
drug store, at Fourth and Broad-
way. He had committed suicide by
taking carbolic acid ohich he got
out of the emergency case of the
vecH known physician.
Six months ago the young fellow
came here fritzUniontown and gotoY e
the place of boy for Dr. Rob-
ertson. fie negde a most excellent
one, but 
lt
Saledday resigned,
saying he weir gainvtwed. Mon-
day night he came to the office and
told the doctor he bad been married
at Metropolis, but the physician
thought nothing of the remark, as
Hardesty was drinking, something
he was not known to do before. On
Tuesday night he was back at the
office, sad intoxicated, hot left about
ii o'clock and was last seen going
ne North iriftb street towards his
botirdiag louse, by Dr. Samuel
Washington, 'the medical student of
the office.
It seems that early yesterday
morning, possibly a or 3 o'clock,
Hardesty came back down town, -en-
tered the hall leading beside the
suite of three offices of Dr. Robert
son, and broke his way through the
door leading from the tack office to
the hall. Getting inside be then
passed through the open door be-
tween the eccond and third offices
and procuring a pen wrote three let
tees. One wee to Dr. Robertson,
and meted as follows:
"Paducah, Dec. 26, teoe
."Dr. Jeff Robertseet:
"Kind Sir: I ask one favor of
you; please send my brother the
word by telephone and any letter
that come here for me send them to
my mother. Pier address is Mrs.
Frances Hardesty, Uniontakvn, Union
county, Kar, and ,oblige,
''.7`LE..N HARD ES T Y
'Hardesty then wrote a note to
Miss Fannie Rawlinge, his sweet-
heart, who lives at 528 North Eighth
street. It reads:
"Paducah, Ky., Dec. 26, 1905.
'Miss Ensms Rawlings:
"My Dear Beloved One: I, on the
thought of darkness, take my own
life over the way you have done.
Sorry' to say you are the cause of
my death, so please tell the people
that I have taken carbolic acid, and
so please attend the funeral the day
I am buried. Yours,
'LIEN H ARD EST Y "
Completing that epistle he left a
line askittg that a bunch of keys
laid beside the epistle be given to
the colored. porter Jim, of Oe Du-
perrieu pressing and tailoring club
in one of 'the rear offices, and in
which budnets 'Hardesty bad ac-
quired anj'interest.
Placing, these letters on the desk
rIardesty l,then filled a glass with the
carbolic acid he gee out of Dr. Rob-
ertson's hmergency case, gulped it
dowse .4 the glass on the table
and then Jay down on the couch
where he hied.
After Hardesty quit his office place
with the dortbr, the latter got Tim
(Aeon Foster to come by every morn
in and make fires while ea rout,'
to Hart's hardware store, where
Foster works regular. Yesterday
morning shortly after 7 o'clock when
Foster went in he found Hardesty
lyfing on the vouch, partly on his
side, as if asleep. He tried to awake
Foster rushed down into the &Bug
store and informed Stationman Ike
Hollowell, of the Central tire depart-
ment, who went up and found Har-
desty dead. Coroner Charles Cro*
was notified and held the, inquest,
with the resu4 that the to/lowing
verdict was returned:
"We., the jury, empancled . and
sworn, find that the body before us
•i- that of Len Hardesty, and that he
..• eoleen in the
form of carbolic acid administered
by his own hand with suicidal in-
tent."
(Signed) J. R. GRAY,
M. H I RCH Fl ELD,
J. J. • WOOD,
I. P. HOLLOWELL,
5 C. C. WALKER,
H. UTTERBACK.
'Hardesty's body W25 then moved
to the undertakers who later in the
day took it to the South Tenth
street home.
Hardesty was about 27 years of
age, but looked much younger. He
had many friends here He was a
cousin of ,Mrs. Ed Grouse, wife of
the North Carolina travelng sales-
man for the Southerland Medicine
company, who is now here visiting.
Mrs. Kate Melton, of Mechanics-
burg, is an aunt,- and Mrs. John Mc-
Creary, of 1039 Trimble street, a
great aunt. His mother is Mrs.
Frances Hardesty, of Uniontown.
In the room was found a proto-
graoh of Miss Nellie Horton, of
Unioutcrwn, with her name written
across the back. .
Miss.- Rawlings was employed at
the Ogilvie store ant Saturday
night and is a sister of Mr.' Chas.
Rawlings, the well known mail ear:
tier. She is a most popular and
lovable young lady of hosts of
friends who deplo(e the saci affair.
A message from the Metropolis
county clerk yesterday stated no mar
riage liceAse 'had been issued Hard-
esty, who claimed he married there
Monday.
HURT IN WRECK /
EXPRESS MESSENGER IIID
HOOK ONE OF THE UN-
" FORTUNATES.
Will Hodge. Colored, Had ?sr
Crushed While Bravely Rescuing
Friend—Several Injured.
The many friende of Mr. Edward
Hook,, formerly of here, will regret
to learn that he was injured Last week
daring the wreck of dse Illinois Cen-
tral train at Holly Spying,. bliss.
He has gone to Hopkinsville. Ky., to
remain until weh again. -He was not
dangerously hurt
'He is the widely known messenger
for the American Express company
who ran oat of here for years, then,
went to Hingkinsville as manager of
the office there, and finally returned
to the road again.
Conductor W. J. Murphy who was
seriously hurt daring the wreck, is
no better at his home in Jlacksen,
Tenn., and no hopes are entertained
for him. He also has many Paducah
friends, especially ;14114 ,lig the rail-
roaders.
Arm Crushed.
, Yesterday nsotnin-g as the steamer
George Cowling neared the wharf-
boat here on arriving at to o'c.ock
from Metropolis, Andy brown, negro
roseta'bont, with rope in hand,
leaped from steamer to wharf, in
order to miake fast the line and holb
the boat. He- missed his footing
though, and fell into the Aver. Will
Hodge, another rouster was standing
ctlpeely, and (middy leaned over the
tide, stretching his hand to Brown to-
rpuli him out of the water. At that
Moment the Cowling humped into..
the' wharlboat and caught between
steamer side and wharf side, the arm
of Hodge, which was badly crushed.
Despite his pain, liodge held on to.
Brown until others mine and pulled
him up Dr. Robertson dressed the
mangled arm that was found to bb
in bad shape, but may be saved.
(fridge was taken back to his home in
Mletropolis on the ieturn. trip ad the,
craft. The bone is ertielfed.
Minor Mishaps.
'Alvin Pra47tor yesterday got his
hand caught and injured in a ma-
chine at 1'F Lack Singletree plant
on South Third street. One finger
had to 'be arrtputated by the dectims.
The wife of, Sewer Inspestor
Franke is suffering from a painful/Sr
burned hand, cr.usell by steam anti
Icalding water dying over SatTle wham
she lifted the nd from a pot at their
home .
Engineer *.i/f, .1,elloy, of the I. .
yards is tr.-fitting Pont a sprained
ankle, canaed by jomping from hire
engine aa 1 *lock yesterday morn-
ing evh.eit the monster jumped Oil
track..
•
SUPERVISORS
BOTH BOARDS CONVENE ON
NEXT MONDAY FOR THE
USUAL WORK.
After Boards Finish Passing Upon
the Figures Collection of Taxes
Is Started.
Next week the board of supervis-
ons for the city will convene at the
city hal/ and remain in session about
six weeks or two months, going over
the valuations put upon city prop•
erty by City Assessor Stewart Dick
for municipal tax purposets. After-
the supervisors finish going over tho
figures they 'turn the book over to
City C.iterk Henry Bailey who fig-
ures up the total amount of taxes ev-
erybody owes and then gives the
book Ito City Treasurer John J. Do-
rian, who -collects the taxes. The
assessor values property at whatever
figure he thinks equitable for tax
purposes. He has finished this
work and a week or two kgo turned
the document over to Auditor Alex-
ander Kirkland, who is custodian of
the books until the supervisors gath-
er. The latter board is composed of
R. G. Caldwell, Eli G. Boone and
R. Edward Ashbrook. They go over
the &lessor's figures and then have
the pfoperty ownerts to appear be-
fore them. The supervisors raise
the assessments wherever they think
this should be done, and' reduce
them where the assessor has placed
the valuation too high.
Next Monday the sopervisors of
the county gather, like the city board
and remain in session six or eight
weeks fixing the prices of property
for county and state tax purposes.
After they get done this' tot al
amount of this county's assessment
is certified to the state auditor, who
lays the matter before the state
.board of equalization, which body
decides whether the total should be
raised a certain percentage or left
stankl. Fkir several, years past lit
has always been left stand. When
the state body completai the work
of passing on the valuation the sher-
iff get e a copy of the assessments.
figures up the rate of taxation and
ttienqcollects the dorms due from ev-
ery property owner.
What One Woman Could Do.
(Louisville Herald.)
An old saw, "What one woman can
," tont ever receiving confirmation.
An Indiana women has, just
triemphed over the substantial busi-
ness interests and, the police force of
Hamner, She has put the lid on
1lrni1 that point. Her timely in-
te s son won the regard of the goy-
who is himself a lid-fitter of
• most fearless type When Gov.
Manly sees a lidless town he can al-
ways provide it with a cover, even if
it takes the removal of a police board.
The fearless women of Hammond
that got the governor to put the lid
on there is not known by name to
the people of the Indiana city. But
she is well known to the governor
and to some of his chief advisers.
The city officials of Hammond, and
the important business iinterests of
that city were an in favor, of a wide-
•open town The police were instruct-
ed accordingly Hammond being a
border town, attr,eted a goodey Sun-
day trade on account of its wide-
openness. The classes that ,like a
ide-opers town flocked there. Added
t•-tri the local contingent of wide-
openre, they presented formidable
array to peaceful .1n4 law-abiding
citizens. Sunday became a day of
disorder to many, of terror to not
a few, of the latter class. Desirable
people would not make permanent
homes in such a town; tinclersirable
-peciple rike it.
Jun -five month, ago the myster-
ious 'but 'energetic woman that has
.succeeded in finally lidding Hammond
first began to get in her work The
governor then wrote the police board
'of Hammond to co-operate with Isis
efforts to close saloons at it &dock
every week day night, and keep them
dosed all day Sunday or resign.
The hoard has resigned and the sa
loons are closed. liainenond's homes
and weamurthood rejoice.
TWO MEN .I.Y1NCHED.
Hakim Prisoners Butchered in
&pith Caredina.
Columbia, S. C., Dec. 37.—News of
a double lynching at Barnwell Fri-
lay has been received here. Sheriff
Creech has wired Gov. Heyward that
-the affair was brutal mender; that
'helpless prisoners were butchered in
-pen daylight, and that officers were
144\lty of dereliction of ditty.S. Craddock, a welt-knownwhi e\ 
merchant, was killed hy Frank
and Palm LeLeache, negroes, who
were arrested by the constable and
placed in a lockup.
The men were taken ont and shot
to death with guns and pistols
Friday. The news of the lynching
'was soppr es vie irk
Sheriff Creek is preparing to make
arreets. and Gov. Heyward! announces
he will sustain the sheriff.
Dr Prinsing, of Berlin, denies
that the 'number of bachelors and
old maids is increasing in, Europe
generally. He says that marriaese
k decreasing only in Sweden, Frame
and Ireland.
1••••••••••IMM•
WOUNDED IN LEO
WAS FUGITIVE PRESIDENT
MORALES OF SAN
DOMINGO.
More Fighting Expected, and the
Rebels Seem to Have the
Upper Hand.
New York, Dec. 27.—A cable dis-
patch to the Herald from Puerto
Planta says that catinet troops sent
in pursuit of President Morales, who
Red from Santo Domingo, the capital,
Monday, encountered hinv with sixty
men near San Cristobol, and ex-
changed shots. The dispatch con-
tinues:
•
"There are rumors that Morals was
wounded in the kg.
"Vice President Caceres has die-
patched a commission to MOnte
Cristi on the warship Dubuque to
confer with Dense trio Rodriguez
there.
,"Firmin Perez, governor of Puerto
Plata, four days ago received a tele-
gram, from President Morales that
Vice sPresieknt Caceres had. ordiered
Perez's removal, He advised Perez to
resist, saying he had, a combination
-with Demetrio Rodriguez, and that
the Mbnte Cristi forces would march
against Santiago and attack) Caceres.
Petez resisted until Monday. when
his troops refused to obey orders. He
then embarked for Monte Cristi.
"Perez declares that Rodeignez will
attack Santiago on Wlednesrlay.
"Rodrignez visited the captain of
the Urited States cruiser Yankee at
Nionte Cristi on Saturday evening,
declaring that his partisans will sup-
port the constitutional president;
that Morales, -who was powerless, had
the entire ministry and party opposed
to hins, and that they would take
Santiago on Thursday and march on
the capital. Thereby, being govern-
ment forces, they would receive
American support.
"Vice President Caceres arrived
here yesterday. He believed Morales
was hidden in the capital, He can get
no trace of him
"Caceres will embark Micky- for the
capital on the Cherokse. te "ice the
oath of president. tie does not .be-
lieve Rodriguez will mobilize troops."
NO SALARIES
THE REPUBLICANS CLAIM
THE DEMOCRATS WILL NOT
GET PAY.
If Salaries Are Not Allowed It Is
Claimed the Officeholders Will
Mandamus the Boards.
One of tile Republicans who hods
over and does not go out the first
of next year sail yesterday that the
Minutes have never yet been approved
of the joint councihnianic and alder-
manic sessions of week before last,
at hich time, by a ruse, Council-
man Samuel Hilt was gotten out of
the assembly chamber, and during his
absence there was elected Democrats
to ill all the municipal offices ex-
cept one. The Republican in ques-
tion said that the law is the minutes
of a meeting have to he approved at
the next session, before they are
effective, therefore the parties elected
for the offices for next year cannot
legally serve until the journal of pro-
ceedings are approved. If the Demo-
crats go on and try to serve anyhow
this Republican said that a *stturibling
stone would be thrown in thar way,
as they would not be allowed their
salaries. After the firetrai the year
all the legislative mernb?t1 will be
tepliblicansA those Democrats now
in those boards going out. This
thereby leaves it with the Repub-
ikans altogether to allow salaries, and
they say they will not aslow those of
the I3ensocrats elected to the places
of- city weigher, marketmaster, etc.,
while Councilman Hill ves away
from the chamber.
On the other hand the Democrats
sny that if the parties holding the
offices are not allowed their salaries,
that the only thingsto do is for them
to get Out a mandamus in the cir-
cuit court, compelling the furl Repirb-
lican boards to allow the salaries, be-
cause the elections of the officers
were legally conducted and no protest
from a standpoint of law can be
raised.
HOLIDAY RATES.
On account of Christmas and New
Year's holidays the Illinois Central
Railroad will sell reduced rate tickets
as follows:
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, portions of West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Western • New
York, Ontario and Michigan, or4 and
one-third fare for the ronn&triP,
tickets to be sold December 23, 24,
25, 3o and 31 and January t, and
good returning until January 3.
To all points South of Ohio and
Potomac Rivers and East of Mis-
sissippi river, one and one-third fare
plus 25 cents, tickets to be sold De-
cember 22, 23, 24, 25, 30 and 3! and
January t, good to return until Janu-
ary 4-
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Padiscaff, Ky.'
G. C. WAR FIELD,
T. A., Union Depot.
al=1.•••••
TICE BURIED
THE REMAINS WERE IN-
TERED AT OAK GROVE
YESTERDAY.
A Negro Named Lawrence Has
Taken the Dead Man's Place at
Eleventh and Broadway.
Yesterday afternoon at 2:3o o'clock
the funeral services were helsli over
the remains of John Tice, the negro
who killed hiruseit at Eleventh and
Broadway Christmas day when he
thought the populace was going lo
mob him because be tried to &murder
Patrolman James Clark, M. Camp-
bell, Jarvis and others by the pro-
nriscuOus firing of the revolvers he
had with him up in the watchman's
tower. The services took place from
his home at Tenth. and Washington
streets, with interment fed-blowing at
Oak Grove cemetery. Quite a 1112111-
ber of Lis friends were in attendance.
.Patrolman Clark continues getting
better at ,his home in Mechanics-
burg, but it will yet be some days
ibefcare the wounds heal suffiHently
for him to venture out on the so-eets.
Where the bullet struck the bone he
-suffers considerable pain, but the
shatter does not amount to Much.
tA negro named Lawrence has taken
Tice's place as flagman for the cross-
ing. Attaches of the railroad -are
putting in new window panes to re-
place those shot out, while the tower
'house is being repaired in general.
The locai railroad officials have
forwarded to Supt. Egan, of Louis-
ville, a full and &tailed report of
the affair, that high official calling for
a thorough statement in order he
coukt see tow the exciting incident
came about.
BOURKE COCKRAN
ORDERED OUT WEST.
Cold Settled on His Lungs, and He
Must Iveave for Milder Climate.
New York, -Dec. 27.—It became
knovrn last night, says the Herakl
today, that 'W. Bourke Cockran had
been ill for ten days at the Wlaldorf-
Astoria, and that his condition is
such that his physicians have ad-
vised him to go to Arizona in the
hope of regaining his health.
Ten days ago MT. Cockran took a
suite at the Waldorf-Astoria and
•caSecf a physician. It was said that
he had a severe cold, but would be
out in a day or two. He did not re-
cover as rapidly as had been expected,
and was threatened with pneumonia.
His condition was such that his .busi-
ness engagements had to be canceled.
From several of his intimate friends
it was learned that his conditiqn is
rie*W of such a character that it is
thought imprudent for him tie re-
main longer in this climate.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE safl.
MATINEE AND NIGHT;
Saturday, Dec. 30.
Jule* Murry Presents
ILMORE
And a
P71Big EAP 
in
RAIN
; Ij1 1 1'
Anti 111
Comedy romance with mimic—Gor-
geous Costumes—and a carload of
scenery, furniture, properties and
electrical effects
THE GREATEST SWORD FIGHT
Ever produced on .the stage.
Prices: Matinee: First 12 rows of
orchestra Si no; balance of orchestra
7sc. Balcony soc Children 215C
anywhere
Night prices: 25, so, 75, Si no and
$15')
Sale of seats Friday at 9 a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
MATINEE and NIGHT
Monday, January 1.
Isidore AM-mark',
Tuneful Musical Comedy,
THE
CHAPERONS
50—Interpreted by a company of so
New and Elaborate Production,
Captivadrig Clrorus of Stunning
Show Girls Gorgeously
Gowned
See and hear the latest New York
Laughing Success
"The Whole Dezrun Family."
Prices: Matinee; first ra rows of
orchestra Sr, balance 75c AE of
bidesay soc. Children 26c anywhere.
rellkt Prices: aS. 31 60. 75. $1 on
and 51 ,50,
Seats on sal* Saturday at 9• a. to.
fin persteanex of a judgment of
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered
at its October term, 1905, in the ac-
tion of Emma Owen,, etc., plaintiff,
against Mattie Doptson, defendant,
I will, on Monday, Janualy i, 1906
(about the hour of to o'clock a, m.),
19°6 (being Circuit Court day), at
the Court House door in Paducah,
Kentucky, sail to the highest bidder.
on a credit of six months, the follow-
ing described property, viz:
A certain lot or parcel of ground,
lying and being in the ,city of Padu-
ca'h, McCracken county, Kentucky,
and beginning at a point on Seventh
street (formerly Poplar street) forty
feet from an alley; thence north
with Senenth street and towards Har
ris street, a distance of forty fee;
thence west and towards Seventh
street across lots- Nos. 190, 191 and
192, a distance of one hundred and
twenty (12o) feet; thence at right
angles south forty feet towards an
alley and towards Campbell street;
thence at right angles east a dist-
ance of one hundred and twenty
(tao) feet to the beginning on Sev-
enth street. Siaid property being
situated on the west vide of Seventh
street, between Campbell and Har-
ris streets, in addition "F" to the
city of Paducah, Kentucky, and be-
ing parts of 'ots Nos. 19o, 191 and
192 in block "L" See deed book
"28," page t56, McCracken County
Court Clerk's office, to satisfy said
judgment, interest and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on whicth execution may issue
when due.
This testh day of December, 1905.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
E It FURYEAR, Attorney
Pt'
Special SaleCOMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
purstsanoe of a juitment of
McCracken Circuit' Court, rendered
at its October term, 1905, in the ac-
tion of Verlk Gardner, etc , peti-
tioners ex parte, I will, on Monday,
January 1, 1906 (about the hour of
to o'clock a us), rg06' (being Circuit
Court, day), at the Court House door o
in Paducah, Kentucky, seli to the
highest bidder, on a credit of. six
months, the following described
property, viz:
Lot No. t, of the subdivisiou of
lot Nos. i and a of the land of ?
V. A. Grace, deceased, as Amu by
plat recorded in Order book No. 8.
page 634, in the office of the Clerk
of ?McCracken Circuit Conte, •dated
March 20612, 188o, and is bounded
and described as follows:
"Beginning at a point on the north
side of Court street (now Kentucky
avenue) if 
-extended, where it inter-
sects the old city boundary line, as
is shown in the aforesaid plat; thence
along the north hne of Court street,
if extended, in a westerly direction,
117 feet 6 inches; thence at right
angles and in a southerly direction,
about 35 feet to the said Court
street, if *extended; thence at right
angle. and in a westerly direction,
136 feet to the line of lot No. 3 of
the oh? Garrett tract; thence at right
angles, and in a southerly direction
and with the line of lot No. 3. 199
feet to the line of lot No. 2, as
shown in the aforesaid plat; thence
in a northeasterly .direction and
with the lire dividing Jots Nos. 1
and 2, as shown its eaid plat. 274
feet 6 inches to the old city bound-
ary line; thence with said old csy
boundary line to the beginning."
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per °eel from
day of rale, having force of replevin
bond, on whicth execution may iseue
when due.
This t6th day of December, 1905.
• CECIL RILED, Master Corn.
Henrdick, Miller & Marble, At- 1
torneys.
GOVERNMENT SECRETS SOLD.
Somebody at Washington Telegraphs
Consular Report to Germany.
Berlin, December 26 — German
manufacturers 'have been taking ad-
vantage of the leakage in the ,Arneri-
can department of state to obtain in-
formation sent to the government of
the United States in the report, of
American consuls. The matter is
new engaging the altention of the
authotitiee at Washington.
It appears that first:portant trade
recompseadationr made by United
State!, consuls have been reaching in-
terested quarters in Germaity with
amazing promptness. Inquiry has
shown that somebody in Washing-
ton who 'had immediate access to the
consular reports has been cabling the
neceseary exthas from them to Ger
many thus enabling the kaiser's -en1
terprising captains' of industry to
make propositions before their Amer
ican competitors were aware of the
besinees chances offered.
One of the early results of this dis
covery will (ye ithe curtaihnent of the
generous plan heretofore followed
by the United States of distributing
consular reports to all applicants in-
discriminately. Germany keeps its
consular reports with military secre-
cy and no one but intending Teuton-
ic 'bidders can get from them ady in-
formation regarding foreign bushiest
opportunities 
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA*
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO1 TtE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORD.LR TO MATCH
FOR THE swill.. SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN F.
etAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi-
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY i54c PER SINGLE ROLE,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME =mem AT se, los, rse, sOC
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NEtiL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CON-SIEWEABLig Co:
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS 110 MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIOKS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BICADINGS. ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILUING All DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WIL L TREAT YOU RIGHT AND.
UNE you THE BET VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUT H,THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Klb
MAIM, [FINGER est co.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in 1..zusuranoe
01110111106 Broadway Phoses:061oe 363—Residence 1696
ti
1
41 •
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at work for you at compound in-
te !st and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
VIECUANICS
and
SAVING
BANK„
—227-7
Broadway,
IITS HIGH TIME'
11/ 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PAM:Ali REAL vgrraRN iunkrruativ FARM L us,
11011rITILY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VISIERN
KENTUCKY RIAL.XrfA4TE JOURNAL. AND FRKIlk LIST
FREE TO EV'BRYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
EDO R W. WIEFTTEMORJC. Paillfuweb, Ask
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MOM
COUNTY COURT SUPERINTENDENT
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT PUT THE
THOMPSON ESTATE IN
NEW HANDS.
The Meyer-Schmid-Clerk & Co.
Grocery Fid Incorporating
Articles.
Yesterday in the county court
Judge Lightfoot isstied an order re-
moving Mrs. Bertie Wilbur as. exec-
utrix of the estate of her neither,
Mn. Mary Jaye Thompson, recent
ly deceased. On remeeing her the
judge ordered the estate into the
hands of Public Adminstrator Felix
!Rudolph. Judge Ligbtfoot said
that ntimeroue time he had ()retie:led
Mrs. Wilbur to do certain things
about the 'estate, but she would not
heed the court's instructions. and be-
°log a non-resident of this state, she
could not be compelled oo act, but
the estate taken out of her hands
and put in that of the public admin-
istrator, who lives here.
Incorporating Articles.
'Articles of incorporation were
filed by Meeer-Schmid-Clertc & Co.,
the new wholesale concern that takes
over the Givene-Clark whoksale
grocery of South Third street the
first of, the year. The new company
capitalizes at $100,000, but the high-
est amount of indebtedness allowed
is $50,000. The stock is divided into
shares of $too each and subscribed
for as follows: George A. Meyer, of
„St. Louis. 345 shames W. C. Clark,
of this. city, too shares; Henry A
Fetter, thirty shares, and William
V. Greenotwenty-fiiie shares. The
officers for the conerrn have not yet
been eleceede
Property Sold.
Joseph L. .Friedman and John
Keller have sold to Nick Yopp for
$5.00o, property at Third and Ten-
neesee streets. The deed was lodg
ed yesterday with the county clerk
John L. Cochran sold to W. E.
Cochran, for $5 and (*her considera-
tions, property at Ninth and Monroe
streets.
John D. Stroud transferred to C.
'A. Norwell for $o3oo property on
the worth side of Madison street
Licensed to Marry
Will Snerth, aged at. and Jessie
Smith, aged 22, of St. Louis, got a
marriage license 'here yesterday and
weer married The clerk also is-
sued a hcease to J. Ine Cross, aged
30. and Ada Armseronst. agesl 25.
the former of this'eity and the 1st-
ter'of the county. Licenves to wed
were issued the following colored
people: Edward pine., aged 34, and
Mary Pierson. aged 25, of the city:
Will Taylor, aged 36. and Laura
O'Neil, aged 2s, of the city.
AT THE KENTUCKY
U
PROF. M'BROOM PERMITS HIS "Captain Debonnaire."
NAME TO GO BEFORE To serre Paul Gilmore in a splendid
THE BOARD example of the kind of drama in
which he is most famous—he ro-
mantic—will be the pleasure of our 
1
The School Trustees Will Choose theatre patrons at The Kentucky on 1
the 6uperintendent Sometime Saturday, matine.: and night, whea i
PRESIDENTS
Councilman George 0. McBroom
yesterday stated that be had been
urged by so many of the school trus-
tees to stand for election as superin-
tendent of the city schools that he
had consented to let his native go be-
fore tee board when the election 13
held and if his friends want him
to hive the place that he would be
more than wiPling to accept the of-
sa.d •:ne aor
there was being brought to bean on I
him considerable weight to seek the
important position, but be only now
makes up his mind for sure to be-
come a candidate.
The superintendent is already elect
ed up until the last of next June,
while some time during the coming
February or Match the board elects
the superintendent for the ensuing
ter us, noun mending next September
and looting until June, ion.
The board elects during February
or March whoever is to fill that
place during the next scholastic
term. This early election is -held so
that those candidate* not being suc-
cessful -here will have time to etiply
at other cities for positions, before
all of IfIrse pieces are filled.
Supt. Lieb ha, been filling this
posaion for several years pare and
will stand for re-election.
Me. McBroons as' the (superintend
ent for twelve years, his service cdn
tinuing contsetnly up antil five years
ago.
THESE OFFICIALS TO BE
CHOSEN BY INCOMING
COUNCIL BOARDS.
Numerous Names Being Mentioned
it Connection With Respective
Positions—A Fight On.
Now that the first of the year is
near at hand and the new municipal
legislative authorities are going into
office, the first thing for them to do
is to elect their presiding official, who
wieMs the gavel over the sessions
and has charge of thinge to that ex-
tent. The outgoing members have
their calied meeting Saturday to
wind up everxthing. At that tune if
they desist all the new members who
come in the first of next week will be
on hand, and have the oath of office
administerer them just as soon as
the old officials finish their busbiess.
Then next Monday, when the council
tri/I meet, they can be rapper into
eassitto by City Clerk Henry Bailey.
'who is the presidtes officer during the
tin* .intervening between the old'
Ipeeffiers going out and new ones
crtirsing in. The clerk then presides
wink the new hoards elect their
pregident. He does likewise one
week from tonight when the new
alders** bOdy comes in.
The members. of each incoming
hoard:ate picking oat their presidents
note and Councilman lootria Kolb nil
spoken of trrottt, favorably by the
largest number of members of the
loiter legislative body fur psesident
ef the coundk
'Those mentioned mostly irt conner-
tiOt with the executive chair of the
iddenten are membero .0scar Starks.
Marry Hhnk and i Eatt Miter, the
lkiff Otter being among the new ones
crithing in, while Ur. Starks is a
hoOl-over member, serving one year
o•rroly of .thie tern while several
teals ago he was in -for two years
Icon
The repes•crer President are quite
int, re-Ting onek ag tbe party seletted
f'- r power teloseiect all the differ-
ent sonionttees. ntolgtoyern other im-
por too oor. ,o,o oto s They also,,by
sonic of o vivern,
ben- ef tle ,,f directors frit.
Riecredr.
INQUIIIY BEGUN
GOVERNMENT WILL INVESTI-
GATE CHARGE REGARD-
ING SENATOR'S MAIL.
Sensational Intimation That Letters
to Senator Went to Gov Beck-
ham and Opened.
the 'handsome and gifted young star 'Later ?art of Winter.
returns with his newest production,
"Captain Debonnaire." The reap-
pearance of Mr. Gilmore in a play
of this kind is matter for congratu-
lation, because, since the death of
Alexander Selvini, there has been no
other star who could so well fill the
field. • .'Captain Debonnaire," while
belonging to /the same general clas.,
of the great Salvini-Gilmore success,
"The Three Musketeers," presents
many points of difference from the
latter which make it particularly in•
tererting lt.r our peop.e. The spirit
and atmosphere are of early Ameri-
ca, the scenes being laid in Canada
and New York in 1675—one of the
most romantic periods in the history
of the new world. The role of De-
bormaire demands youth, vigor, a
comely person, grace, dash, poise and
a strong grasp of the emotions, all
of which Mr. Gilmore supplies with
ease. He has never had a role
which more perfectly fits his qualifi-
cations, nor one which he plays with
more enthusiasm. Scenically the pro
duction is the most lavish in which
Mr. Crierzore has appeared since he
became a star. In truth, the stags.
pictures are elaborately ipectacular
and are in complete harmony with
the charat. vistice demanded by the
action. Manager juke ?dotty has
'also provided a large and more than
ordinarily competent cast. All in all
Washington, Dec. 27.---Three or
four of the most expert inspectors
in the postal service have been dis-
patched to Frenkfort and other Ken-
tucky cities, with instructions to cam
;Atte investigation on the charge
that mait.addreseelloo Sertatort.Blick
burn ha, found its way so his op-
ponents in the senatorial race. They
are also tinder instructions to report
to Postmaster General Cortelyou as
soon as possible.
All of the big Eastern papers pub-
lish more or les, sensational stories
aoday regarding the charge "led on
behalf of Senator Blackburn at the
postoffice department.
The Washington Post says:
"Every expedient known in Ken-
tucky ha* been utilized to defeat
Senator Blackburn, and no surprise
was manifested by observers here
who have followed 'the fight in the
state when ,Ohe announcement was
made that mad had been tampered
with, and that the incident would in-
tensify the fight anti might result
rioterly "
Governor's Secretary Explains,
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 27.—Regard-
ing the statement that some of Sen-
ator 'Blackburn's mail had gone' to
Gov. Beckham, the govertior's priv-
ate secretary, Ed 0. Leigh, stated
that the, entire matter was an error,
and had beets explained to the sena-
tor.
About a year ago, Mr. Leigh said,
a fetter adirkessed to Senator Black-
burn found its way to Gov. Beck-
ham', mail and was opened by mis-
take This was sent to Senator
Biackburn with explanations. About
six months ago thc same thing hap-
pened, and this letter also was re-
turned to Senator Blackburn with
explanatione. 'Three weeks ago an-
other Blackburn letter was sent by
mistake to the governor'v office.
'This, however, was discovered be-
fore it veaa opened, and the ,ktter
was turned over to the Frankfort
postal a ti Cho r itie s
There is great mats of mail ar-
riving in Frankfort.' and the similar-
ity between the initiale of Gov.
Beckham and Senator Blatkburn is
supposed to &rave been the cause ofthe 01911)r
FAMOUS PAINTING
IS RECOVERED.
Precious Madonne Delpopolo, °Which
Was Stolen, Pound at Siena.
New York. Dec. 27.—A cable dis-
patch to the Herald from Florence
says: a
"The precious Madonna Delpopnlo,
by I,ippo Memmi, which was stolen
some time ado fropt the Church of
Santa Maria iTe Servi, ha a been dis-
covered at. Siena.:
"It was Monday the -en-
trance of the deaf and dumb typo-
graphicel totablisbstent at that place,too srfs rot reroenired until taken
'e0
tit C].
S1,COND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
PADUCAH.
We offer special values in
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
set.
Solid
Solid
Chains.
Sterling Silver Spoons
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
Sterling Silver Novelties
Finest line of Cut Glass.
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, properly fitted.
J A KONETZKA, Optician.
az years' experience. 311 B'way.
Paducah, Ky
A large line cf Eagle emblems in
stock.
Gold Watches.
Gold Chains.
Gokl Rings.
Gold Link Cuff Buttons.
Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
Gold Lockets.
Gold Crosses and Neck
"Captain Debormare" should present 
Mr. Gilmore under the most favor-
able circumstances. 
 rr
Song Hits of "The Chaperons," ;
"My Sambo" is possifily the big-
gest bit of Isidore Witmark's oper-
atic-comedy, "The Chaperons," to be
se n at The Kentucky on New
Year's Dary, matinee and night.
Among the other songs that have be
come immensely popular are "He
Winked at bfle," "We're All Good
'Fellows," "Talk, Talk, Talk," "Billy's
Very Good to Me," "In My Official:
Capacity," "When I Sang My Low
'C'." "Love in a Palace is ,Better,'
"The Little Maid Who Cookie* Say
No!" "A Most Accommodating
Chaperon," "Just a Gentle Touch,'
and "It Seems' Like Yesterday."
The company this year includes
Edyth Vainesedi, Ruth Lloyd, Har-
ry Lade?), John "rice, George Ly-
decker and Frank Wooley.
"The Woman in the Case"
"The Wonsan in the Case" which
Wagenhais & Kemper will present
at The Kentucky Thursday evening
of next week, has one of the strong-
est themes possessed by any modern
drama of recent years and entirely
accounts for the great success it has
achieved in New York whence it
comes here direct from its four
months' run at the Herald Square
theatre. Here is the pitch of the
plot:
A wife must prove her husband Holiday Opening!innocent of a murder with which he
has bee% wrongfully and vindictively
charged. There is but one way to
worm the truph ottt of the woman
who is the chief accueer-2 woman
of 'he town. To learn that truth DISPLAY AFTER
the wife muse insinuate herself into THE BESTthe woman's confidence, play upon
her weaknesses, externally live 'her MONEY
life, persuade her finally to the tell-
ing of the tale that shall prdve that
the mutter wes really a suicide. The
aqj,•tioizoitap oztnosai Ill ti4 4pri.
other woman is all vindictiveness,
working through low cunning.
There are two acts of preparation.
The third sets the two women face
to face. There it a hint of the wife's
repulsion 'toward all that her effort
brings upon her, another of the chief
resolutions that upbeare her. Then
the last battle begins. The tide ebbs
end flows. The wife learns thio
learns that, but ahe truth she seek.
evades her. Then she begins to play
upon the woman's vindictiveness.
Inch by inch they near the confes-
sion. At last it comet. The wife
spring* upon 'her half in triumph,
half in wild relief from all that she
has endured. • The scene, except for
a few moments in which the attend-
ant men are dismissed, is all stark
emotion and stark suspense. There
is no sparing of what is the fashion
to call unpleasant detail, but that d.
tail serves to bring the spectator at
closer grip with haring emotions in
vital conflict.
,The mut of the wife will be played
by Mies Wilfirearet Bennett, whom
many will recall as the heroine in
"Tee Heart of Maryland." The man
ner in which Miss Bennett incar-
nates the devoted adoring wife, and
the intensity she dispktys in the big
scene of the play, justifies the pre-
(Beton that ehc is destined to be one
of the most famous stare of the
American stage. It is not a one part
play, however, and Managers Wagen
halt and Kemper have seen to it
that each character ie in the most
capable ,hanete.
MT.Trrt
C÷C)
Paducah
Steam Dye Wurks
Illimmmammloama
If you went y. z' clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Roes 339 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line el samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
os-
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
Brigadier General Thomas H. liar
ry, veho was with the Rnseian army
in Mianchuria, hats arrived ;iv this
country and has reported for ditty in
Washington. fir will be made pres
/dent of the Army War college.
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
SELECTIONS OF PIANOS
LEFT NOTWITHSTANDING
OUR PHENOMINAL XMAS
TRADE
WE OFFER SPECIAL IN-
DUCEMENTS IN PRICES
AND PAYMENTS ON THESE
PIANOS DURING THIS
WEEK IN ORDER TO MAKE
ROOM FOR A CAR OF NEW
ONES. THESE HAVE NOT
BEEN OUT. ONLY BEEN IN
STOCK FOR A SHORT TIME,
ALL FULLY GUARATEED.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PIANO STORE IN TOWN
W. T. KILLER & BROTHER
520 Broadway.
SEE OUR LLNE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WIT o BE ON
THE 13TH
VALUE FOR THE
IN THE CITY AT
PRICES FROM its TO $23 .00.
ALVEY 8z MST,
DUBOIS. KOLB & CO.'S OLD
STAND
Most
Fragrant
Perfumes
Both American and Foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as the old favorite
odors. Frices always reason-
able—N'one excessive
J. G. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
practice in
H.T. 4 n
OFFICE zao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence sell Office 25e
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
all courts of Kis
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o3,
H. T. I1essig,4vt. D.
Residence. o)
Eighth and Jackson Streets
Telephone 270.
A. S. DABNEY,
—DENTIST—
atruehart
•
DR. ROBT. J. RI/EREI
130 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phone. 355
Office hours 13 ta io a. no, 1 to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
ALBEN W. BA,RKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee Rivet Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beat
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agont
1 E 1
Highest price paid for second-hand
i5tcr7es ar? d
FzUrtrzitbre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
siti-aao Court street. Old phone apt
Clem Fraasioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLED
MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 z -a Broadway.
Peosctice in all the courts ef‘the
state. Both pitons:a T 1416
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A,CERTAIN CHILVURE.
A tURE BLOOD MAEDY.
*ILL CI,IRE NERVOUS TRO
BLES AND WILL RESTORE T
WEAK AND SICKLY TO
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
[STORES.
Dr. Sidney Smith E.H. PURY EAR
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2044 Fraternity Building.
- HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest see-
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Seventh
and
Broadway.
Important Changes of Time a! South
ern Railway.
Ott Fteday, December 1st, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southere
railway trains will become effective:
No, r, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. m., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No'? 23, now leavirte Louisville at
7:25 p. m., will depart at 7:15 p. Tn.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
(' p. m., will depart at 5:40 p. m.
Nte. 2, now leaving Lexington at
5:30 p. m., will depart at 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will be
made at local stations and passen-
gers intending to use these trains
should commit ticket agents for com-
plete information.
C. H. HUNGERFORD. D. P. A.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
New Phooe 490
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Rotate Law.
Dr. B. B. Ciriffith
phones, 240 at reiridenc. Office hours
7 to g a. tn.; ito 3 p 7 to g p.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone sat at the office, both
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rome 13 and re Columbia Building.
Old Phone on.
DR W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone iso
Residence, gig Broadway.
Phone 149.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
F14)II RN OY & REEI)
LAWYERS
Rooms to, sr and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivera & Rivers, 120
Non hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone 1695
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
oor Fraternity Building.
Old Phone ega Red; New Phone 31.
Paducah, bt Kehtucky,
.1°
S.
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France on the ifith of next month
will take on a new twesident. On
the date named, under the conscitu-
done} provisionseof the republic, the
congress of the country, known as
the national assembly, will elect the
,cbief executive of the country. His
term of office will be for seven years
end he will succeed President Lou-
bet, the present executive, who has
antuninced 'he does not desire re-
election. The president, as chief ex-
ecutive, under responsilt4ity to the
assembly. chooses arid enires the
ministers who•form the cabinet. The
intionat assembly consists of the
chamber of deputien with 5/14 mem-
bers, elected by the pieople, and the
senate, composed of 300 -membere,
sevsaty-five of wbum are elected by
the assembly for life, and 225 who
arc elected by the departments and
colonies. There has been -much in-
rest for rrsonths in the approaching
tion and many have been named
fort the office, but jost who will be
chtien is apparent. It is more
ahan y that the successor of M.
Loa will be chosen from the na-
aril assembly, however.
the twelve thousand bills which
were introduced in congress before
tbe holidays meaner that many chang-
e, in the lass of the country are to
be made the present laws. must 'oe
very defective. But all these
are not for changes in the law, ,
Many are private in character and
others of even a more inferior inter-
est and wilt never be heard of again,
ati the people will be delighted to
know. These flood of bills are noth
ing new; they are esual with each
session of the arationsil assembly and
are considered only .the efforts of the
members to sem favor "back at
home" • and to gratify and satisfy
. some demanding constituents.
The work of the ineurance investi-
gation just about completed in New
York will have largely been in ve-n
if the officials who so outrageously
robbed the policyholders of the 'sev-
eral companies, we the irrveetigation
developed, are not made to disgorge
their ill-gotten wealth and to do pen-
ance in the state prisons. If there
is no other law which will reach
them use etrirge of obtairring mone
under false pretenses should cause
them to be stood up to public scorn
and to justice.
It thought that the only may
that the. government can take any
control of the Id- insurance business
is to permit the companies to organ-
ize under some law similar to the
one Winch- controls the banking busi-
ness of the country to a large ex-
tent. All companies which accept
the law or right will have to, of
course, submit to governmental ex-
amination and publicity, but they
would at once win general favor as
to reliability, and the benefit would
be theirs exclusively. This idea for
ilicensing life co es and con-
trolling them is no bad one and
if such a law is within the power of
congress to enact perhaps .the eas-
iest way to right what is a vexed
question to the people—safe life in-
surance—has been suggested.
If Ruesita comes out of her ,res-
ent strike or revolution ordeal-nand
it is generally believed she will—as
a government she will be greatly
purified and therefore improved.
Though the conditions would appear
gloomy in, this regard the general
belief and indications are that the
government will yet control the con-
ditions now so serious in the larger
pert of the empire.
Don't think of swearing off on the
first; just think of quitting and quit.
Then swearing is a bad practice it-
self, and if you are going to reform
stop ati bad' practicesat one ad the
same time, It is good to (1) some
things by the wholseale
ROAST ROOSEVELT
DOES A CANDIDATE FOR
SPEAKER IN NEW
YORK.
Trying to Secure Control in Other
States as Werlii "Mew York,
He Says.
New York, Dec. 27 . —Assembly-
man E. A. Merritt, Jr., candidate
for the speakership of the state as-
sembly, said Tuesday eihat he ex-
pects to go to Aibany today and will
open 'his hindquarters there. "I
shall be in this fight until the finish,"
said Mr. Merritt. "I ,do not know
of any compromise. They cannot
compromise with . me." . -
Speaking of the endoreement by
President Roosevelt and Gov. Mfg-
ginis for the candidacy of J. W.
Wadsworth, Jr., for the speakership.
Mr. Merritt said: "I are receiving
letters from up the mate, some of
which say that Charles the First's
head NA10/5 C u t off for less. The send
!tient up there against interference by
the governor and president is pro•
ncninced and growing. They hove
Post eight of Odell and Higgins in
this matter and are giving their at-
tetnion of the right of the assembly
to elect it speaker.
Interference
"This interkrerice is a part of
President Roosevelt's plan to sectire
control of the party organization in
other Mates as well as New York.
Thy want to get 'control of New
York first, but the president is try-
ing it also in Connecticut and (aro
They are trying to get the two see-
ators iont of Connecticut, Ida I think
they will have a fight before they get
theotigh with Frank Brandegee. I
don't know whether the president's
action comes from his natural desire
to run things or to ahvience his rate
legislation, which I am inclined to
favor.
"I do not think Governoralliggins
would have got into thie fight if he
had not been pushed into it after
Wm. Barnes, Jr.. and others went
to Washington. a In the beginning
Higgins .was friendly with me and
talked over confidential matters
which I do not believe he would
have diecussrd if Het not expect-
ed that I would be the speaker. I
wes no more an Odell man than a
Higgins man. Odell could not have
tekee me out of the race but frIg-
gins could. I promised to get out
for him. Odell simply told some of
the assemblymen who asked him
whom he favored that Ile was for
me. But they want to make it ap-
pear that every one who is not with
them is an Odell man and if they
keep pounding me tong enough
shall become a pretty good Odell
man.
Insurance Inquiry.
"There would never have been any
insurance investigation if it had not
been for Odell. Gov. Higgins was
opposed to taking it up in the special
session of the legislature because he
was fearful the shock to public con-
ndeece and the policyholders would
foliow. He foresaw that and I can
-• • 
. see his objections. But Odell 
-stoodw tie politics for tbe inveetigation arid it went
The supreme court of °hie 'has!
decided that the state 'has the same!
right to a change of venue in crim- I
Mel cases that the accused is entitled
to. This is not the law, as under-
stood, in many states, but it would
•on to bt fairaitantruction as to
want might be juit for, the accused
Id be fro for the prosecution.
tiers' law of that character
no doubt redound to the bet-
cement of the laws.
niove Odell-, of New York, in
nis 'fight anainet the president for
his heterte- " in political
is only whistl ng
political grave-
yard Vh• 'e Inc renesidetret and his
act tlit,mgh with Odell he
wohout 
througit ."
g writ telt 'Way hvtliefts '.4111; etel-,11Y
comfort in the fact that its et
aids as g. as its beginning.
John Gordon, son of Us. S. Gordondied at Sullivan, Ind., from injuries
motained in a football game ten days
Vigo'
MISS BLANCHE MICHEAL AND MR. BECHENBACH WIL INSTI- flit
MORRIS HIRSCHFIELD
MARRIED. 
TUTE ONE JANUARY xoTH 1
AT FULTON.
,.
,
,
Miss Mary Lou Wilson and RI L. The Subordinate Organization Will Plki
Murphy, of Madisonville, Wed
Here—Other Nice Affairs. 
Start Off With a Good Sized 4
Membership.
Last evening at is ohlocio, .aboard
the steamer Dick Fowler, there re-
turned from, Metropolis Wes Blanche
Mi_cheal and Mr. Morris hfietel
who yesterday
4-ere- married, sverg corn-
y and
panie4 by 1% e . unman,
afiessia. lianrY N nd lit%chard
Calissi. The party went down about
noon and came back last evening.
The couple -are both Most popular
and welk known people of this city,
the bride being an ninusuany sweet
and, lovable young inly blessed with
an abundance of attractive beauty and
bewitching manners that have al-
ways made her exceeding)), popular
with everybody. 'She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Micheal, of
North Fourth street, and has been
attached to the office force of the
Micheal, Bros. leather working house
at Second and Broadway.
The groom is the popular attache
of Hotel Lagomarsino, and a genial
affable and sociable young man who
has made many friends during his
three years residence here, he hav-
ing come from -Louisville.
,
'Madisonville.. Couple.
Last evening shortly after 8 o'clock
there was united in marriage at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs E. F. Mk-
Neil, of 1120 Madisosi street,- alias
Mary Lots Wilson 'and Mr. R. I...
Murphy, of Madisonville, ,J(y. The
ceremony was *formed by Rev. T.
J. Owen, of the Methodist mission
circuit, several friends being there to
vtitness the union. •
The couple belong to prominent
families of Madiermvilie, and they
came here to have the ceremony per-
formed at the McNeil home, being
related to the latter.
The bride is a very beautiful and
accomplished young lady of many
'charms, wain the groom is a pros-
perous and valued farmer of right
outside of Miadisonville.
They will be here until Saturday
as guests of the McNeil home, when
they return to Madisonville.
Masked Party.
). 0. B. Wheeler, of 1119 North
Thirteenth street, and his family, win
this evening entertain many friends
with a delightfui masked party.
0 Elegant Dining.
Tuesday at noon Miss Garnett
Buchner, of Eight and Jefferson
streets, enaartain a large party of
friends -with an elegant dining, com-
plementary to Miss Mae Beaumont, of
Mayfield, who is her fair guest. The
dining hall and tables were elegantle
decorated with a profuse display of
red and white carnations, while the
sumptuous feast was served in eight
courses.
Joyful Occasion.
The Rescue Mission church last
evening on South Third street ss as
crowded -with the children of the city
who were given -their annual Christ-
mas tree by Rev. Chiles and estimable.
wife. The little Ones were all seat
borne with hearts overflowing with
joy 
and
arms loaded with nice gifts.
Wedded Yesterday.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the Third street Methodist church
Miss Ada Armstrong, of the county,
and M. J. M. Cross, of the city, were
united in marriage by Rev. Peter
Fields, in presence of a nember of
friends. The bride has been teaching
school in the county, while the groom
is a popular and welt known fellow
of the city.
They are preparing lo enter hoarse-
keeping on the South Side.
Calico Hop.
The ladies society of the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Firmen gives its
big calico hop tonight at Flowers
-hall, over the Brunswick bowling
alley on Brood-way near Fifth.
SEVERE EARTHQUAKE
/N EASTERN TURKEY.
At Centre of Largest American
Mission Stations.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 27.—The
American board of commissioners for
foreign missions yew-Ida* received a
cablegram from Constantinople an-
notmcireg a severe earthquake in the
Harpool vlayet, in Eastern Turkey,
which destroyed many houses and
made many people homeless and
destitute. The dispatch adds that
relief is needed.
This region is said to be
densely populated, largely by Armen-
ians. It is one of the sections of
Asiatic Torkey devastated at the time
of the Armenian massacres in 1895.
Idarpool is the center of one of the
largest mission Matione of the
American board. It is the seat of
suphrates college, with nearly 1.000
pupils; of a theological seminary, of
a medical institution and the head-
quarters of a large evangelistic work
covering that entire district.
MOW
POPULAR COURTS ENCAMPMENT 
Greetings of
 the Season /!4
We appreciate your patronage
and thank you . •
-----eannahohandeene----
city, goes down as tl.e deputy for
time Mr. Peter Bechenbach, of this i i la s.W0111 II. el s o
Arrangements have been about
completed for installation of the 
Jeigi
new lodge of the Encampment order
at Fulton, January loth, at which
the grand patriareh of this state and irsawssmpwwk-gsrapwswasgaFgagconducts the ceremonies inatittiling
the new subordinate body. Mr. /
Bechenbach will be accompanied by To Improve and Preserve Your Beauty -a number of the Encampment mem
tiers of this city, and after the new
lodge is instituted the officers will
be elected, sworn into office and
those charter member's who have not
taken all of the orders duly in-
itiated.
Anyone belonging to the encamp-
ment has to first be an Odd Fellow,
and these installation ceremonies
will be conducted in the hail of the
letter. After the work a banquet
will be served those there. Mr.
Bechenbach and the Paducahans
still return home that nigth on the
late flame.
The ntw lodge goes in with te
following members: A. N. Paschall,
W. T. Lockeidge, W. H. Hill, W.
T. Hell, Hardy Hai?, M. W. Lewis,
H. E. Hay, R. E. May, W. Y. Ea
ker, W. H. Spandlin, A. Huddiest-
ton, R. N. Phipps, F. A. Cole, Lon
Jones, J. H. Robertson, John Hudd-
leston, C. F. Dahnke, C. R. Mor-
ris, W. A. Howard, T. P.. Guedry,
A. T. Church, S. E. Howard, J. H.
USE NADINE FACE POWDER
In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is compound-
ed and purified b ya newly discovered
process. Produces a beautiful, aoit
velvet appearance, which remains un-
til washed off. Ladies who use Na-
dine Face Powder in green boxes
are sure the complexion will be fresh
and lovely at dose of the evening.
The quality is unequaled. Buy
One so cent package and if you are
not entirely eatisded notify us, and
we will promptly refund your money.
Sold by leading cineggiats, or Mail.
Price so cents. VVIate, Flesh, Pink,
Brunett.
NATIONALiTOILET CO., Paris,Tese.-
Sold in Paducah by all Leading
druggists.
Rinkin, J: H. Campbell, W. T. x
 405i.4151,4941/Howard, J. N. Collins, Ent A. Rob-
erteon, M. F. DeMyer, J. Roy Gra 41K40111‘Sligi24ham.
Arlington and several other cities
of that vicinity have encarnpnweits
and probabilities are that many affil-
iates of thole cities will attend the
f ulton institution
very
BANK DIVIDENDS
MECHANICS AND FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK DECLARED
ITS YESTERDAY.
The Second Tuesday of Next Month
the Bank Stockbolases Elect
Directors for my,.
The national and aate banks of
the city are preparing to have their
meeting of the board of di-ectors
for the purpose of declaring their
spenhawanatil dividend and place same
to the credit of the stockholders.
The banks all do this the last day
of June and the same day in Decem-
ber, those being the dates for clos-
ing of business for the six month
periods.
The Mechanics and Fanners Sav-
ings bank is ttig first to do this this
ytar, rthe meeting being held yester-
day and a semi-annual dividend of
aYs per cent being declared. The
treason this directorate held its meet-ing in ad'v'ance of the regular date is
because President B. Scott, of
the bank, is anxious to get away rm
mediately from the city on urgent
business, therefore the meeting washeld. He kit yesterday for Clarks-
ville.
It is probable that 'tip blinks will
all declare their usual setftlannual
dividend, as it has not been increas-
ed by any of them for some finite.
One week from next Tuesday the
stockholders of the banks all lintel
their meetings to *elect the director,
who we to serve for the ensuing
year. The following day, January
oaths- the director; will meet and
elect officers for icod. At presert
there are no known changes to be
made.
CALLS OUT FOR A
LEGISLATIVE CAUCUS.
Plans for Organization of House and
- Senate Democrats.
Frankfort, Ky, Dec. 27.—A call for
a joint caucus of the Democrats of
the general assembly has been issued
by Louis McQuown, chairman of the
Democratic state Central executive
cormnittee, to be held in the House
of Representatives Tuesday, January
2, at 8 o'clOcie, to elect a chairman
and secretary.
In addition to this call, one for a
caucue was also issued Monday night,
January 1, of the House Democrats
and- Senate Democrats, each to elect
a chairman and secretary of each
body.
Wm. Harrison, a well known res-
ident of Hickman c ainty, near Co-
lumbus, dropped dead last Tuesday
while talking to this wife.
Burglars blew the safe of Harry
Judge, in New Madrid, Mo., and got
S700 in cash and many valuables in
k he way of jewelry.
XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Welch's Jewelry Store
is still headquarters for anything
in the line. 
224 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY. .
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BANKRUPT HOLTON CITY FINANCES
MASTER COMMISSIONER
WOODWARD WAS MADE
TRUSTEE
Mrs Catherine Hessig Bought In
Houses Scld Out of Her Bank-
rupt Son'. Estate.
Yesterday afternoon Referee F.
W. Bagby, of the bankrupt court,
returned from Murray, where he
%cot in the morning and took up
the M. Iniltz Holum bankruptcy
phoceeding. A trustee was clectad
to look after the interest of the part-
ies having accounts against the bank
rupt. This trustee is. Mr. Wood-
ward, who is the circuit court mas-
der commissioner for that- county.
The referee had intended, after elect
ing the trustee, to take proof in the
preeeding, but the creditors were not
ready. There will not be much to
do in (this regard though. as Holton
ha* pracocally nothing with which
to pay his debts, that amount to $7,-
638.38.
3oId Henn( Property.
Yesterday morning, pursuant to
enders of ths referee, Trustee Cecil
Pet d, of the Dr. Herman T. Hessig
bankruptcy case held a sale of the
real estate owned by the bankrupt.
The holoes were all bought in by the
bankrupt's mother, Mts. Catherine
Hiasig who gay.' $5.tda foth the five
houses et Ninth and Jones streinsi.
On those 'house, silk had a $6,5oo
mortgage for money she loaned her
son. She bought in the house at
Eighth and Jackson streets for $2.-
725. She ant! the Sherrin-Russell
Lumber company nave a mortgage
of $2,65o on thi* hisuse.
Cases at Benton.
Referee Bagby has had ethared to
1
him the partnership petition filed in
bankruptcy by Atwood & Smith, of
'Benton. Ile has set the 6th of *Oa
month for a hearing of the action.
at wAlch time he goes to Benton for
this purpose.
SECOND CHILD IN LESS
THAN FOUR MONTHS
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 27 . —Mrs .
Alfred Wiltse, of 815, Central avenue,
this city, i, the mother of a 3-days-
ohl daughter, which, she 'halite, was
brim 116 days, or kin 'than four
months, after she had gjven birth to
a son. Her story is jaartially vouch
ed for by Dr. George T. Morton, a
reputable physician, who attended
'her. Both parents a4te a few months;
over 20 years of age.
MAYOR YEISER SAYS HAS
MONEY ENOUGH TO PAY
FOR ALL.
Incoming Authorities Will HaveNo
Overhanging Debts to Look
After, Says the Mayor.
Mayor Yeiser stated yesterday that
this afternoon he would have hjoint finance committee of the c.
cil and aldertnanic boards to meet a
the office of City Auditor Almonds.
Kirkland for the purpose of check
Mg over the billa he'd against th-
etty, so they can be presented a,
the called gathering* of both . io
bodies Saturday and allowed.
In speaking of all the account-
against the city being paid off the
mar n• says that when the new boards
come into existence the first of next
year they would find that the out-
going members did not leave any
debts unpaid. Of course, said Mayor '
l'eiser, there may be...3....feirdollars
here and, a few there where the part-
ies having a claim against the cite
may have forgotten ,to put in their
account, but what be means there
will not be a big deficit in the public
treasury like there has been 6pon so
many occasion* 'heretofore. The
mayor saidalseh oiag,did not Owe the
banks anythifigg and although a
great amount of ulooked for public
work was done. this year, neverthe-
less it has Ai Seep 'Paid for and the
outgoing boards do not quit their
public places, ileaving anything for.
the new ones to pay for. Ordinarily
a board in geihg out at the last meet-
ing before their term expires renders
a financial report showing several
thousand stoners on hand, but at th.
genie gathering allows enniugh :ac-
counts to eat up the balance on hand
and then much more besides. In On.-
respect Dr. Yeiser said that they had
now enough in the city depository tn.
pay every cent the municipality owe,.
and he and the other officials fee)
jubilant over the excellent condition
of the city's finances.
-President and Mho Roosevdt.
conipanied by several of :heir
younger 'children, left Washingtur
Tuesday for a visit of some days to
their country place, "'lain Dealing."'
in Albemarle County, Va. The pregi
dent and' the members of his family
will return to Washington Sitnilay
night. The negro caretaker' tiwi his
'wife at the countrN: britne will di, the
co,oleing for the l'r,:idcrit .incl his
• •
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Largest Stock
 Lowest Prices Satisfaction fitidranteed
 Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
FOSTER GOT HIS FOR HUSBAND DOCTORS' BILLS
THOUGHT THE NEGROES
OUGHT TO OVPOSV THZ
WHITE'S.
Did Not Think It Vary Long, How-
ever-Old Men Niblett, of May-
field, Locked UR Here,
Will Foster, colored, "got his" yes-
terday for saying the negroes ought
to rise up against the white peoplefor the death of John Tice., colored,
'the Eleventh and Broadway crossing
Christinas day. Foster was drunk out
at Ninth and Washington streets and
• walking up close to Officers Thad
Terred anti Emile Gourieux, who
were standing there, cotirmsenced
talking loudly about how game Tice
was and that the colored people
-.ought to do something about it. The
policemen tried to get him to go on
away, but be refused.
,
 They gave him
a shove and told him to go on, buthe showed a defiant disposition and
Officer Terrell caught him one in the
face with his fist. Foster wanted to
tight, big this desire did not reams*
with hint.long, as quickly Patrolman
Terrelled pulled his gun, caught it
around the barrel ?rid then drove
Foster one uti tide t$c bead,with the
heavy butt of the firearms This
bil/tight the would-be bully to his
And he coact* ,eccompainol,
the autbcrities to the City tier;
The skin *as torn where be was
bit with the gun, and he was pretty
bloody, but City Physician Bass
sewed up the hole with several
stitches
LA* Day.
This evening at ii jo o'clock when
Patrolmen Gus Rogers quits workfor the night it IS to quit for good,
-,9s his resignationbetonsak effective
4lonight, he stepping out to go as
',chief deputy to Shczal-elect jot4V.
Ogilvie Chief Collins yesterday said
he would put one of the older men
doenl town where Patrolman Rogers
bet -been working, and then put at
some outlying district Extra Police-
man Courtney Long who will be pro-
moted to a regular- position.
Nitilett Arrested.
The cranky old fellow named Nib-
lett. of Jilltyfiel& was arrested yes-
terday by Detective William Baker
and Constable A. Shelton who
found him over on lt.agal row drunk
.and yelling at the top of his voice..
He is an eccentric old character who
hat been sent to the lunatic asylum
from Mayfield many times, on ac-
count uf mental derangments.
Get Back Tonight.
Detective Moore has wired that be
thinks he can get back tonight from
Indianapolis, Ind, with his men
Prentice CanietheIl, colgSred, whom Iv
went after to bring back here to
stand trial for the charge of cutting
a white man in Rowlandtown last
Job% 
_
Dog Is Vicious.
Officer Mile! Dugan yesterday ar-
rested Petty Pollard, white, on the
tkarge of having a vicious dog at
his home It is against the law to
heep a canine of a mean disposition.
Drunkenness, Charged.
Robert Rowland, colored, was ar-
rested by Officers Fergerson and
llill on the charge of being drunk'.
• 
CHARLES T. YEFRKES
IS NEAR DEAcH.
Famous Millionaire Nearly Succumbs
to Heart Failuie.
-- -
New York, Dec. 27.--Charles T.
Yerlees, street railway financier and
constructor of the Lorld4Cti • under-
ground railways, was so close to his
death last night just before midnight
that &consultation of physician's was
1-!--,11144y called at his bedside, and
; tire members of his family gath-
, r,-(11 In his rooms in the Kaldorf-As;
cays today's Herald.
D,ingerously ill for several weeks.
/4r. Yerkes suffered, two days ago a
turn very much for the worse. His
which is very painful, began
to attack the heart. The patient
faiIed rapidly, and last night became
icostecioas. Though insensible to
and unable to speak, his
ASV )111, was extreme and greatly
affict-: Is wife, eon and daughter,
who had hnoik, sornmonesl.
Fight May Cause Two Deaths.4eattyvilic. Ky.. Dee . 27 Cheistnla‘:
diedler at the home of Mat Barrett.
elf* -miles from Beattyville, was the
occasion of a fight whkh resulted: in
the. &nth of jlarnes Roberts
'
 
the son-
tnedt the 
Walt of Barrett tinfidt
MRS MARY JOHNSON HAS
NEVER POUND HER
HUSBAND.
He Has Now Been Away From
Home for About Six Weeks and
She Fears Foul Play.
'Mrs.  Mary Johnson, of Hickory
Grove, Graves county, arrived here
yesterday morning in person to see
if something cannot be effected to-
wards locating her husband, who has
been missing for about six weeks
now. She telephoned the police de-
partment several weeks ago over the
long disitanoe line, and they have
since been keeping a lookout for her
-husband. 4ist he cannot be located.
Now the wife Wales herself itp help
prosecute the latireh.
Her husband iejames P. Johnson,
the sewing machine impairer, who is
quite a familiar figure in this election
of the country, which he was con-
stantly traversing booking for ma-
chines needing repairs. He always
drives a sway-back horse to • an
open democrat wagon. He is 0
years of age, s feet it inches tall,
wangles sflo pounds. clerk hair, blue
eyes brown mustache, had on dark
blue suit of clothes and black soft
bat when last teen.
Mrs. Johnson fears lhateltnnetithig
has befallen her husband islie never
emained away from borne this logy
without' frog wentlY sending her word.
Shortly after he kft home one • of
their relatives died, and knowing he
was coming overland this way she
phoned the police to find him
and inform bins of the demise so is
could retorts bome. He has never
been located, '-however, and the wife
believes foul play hus befallen him.
*UNCLE-JOE" AS AN OPTIMIST
Things Much Better Than Formerly,
Says S9eaiser.
Washington. Eke. .27.-.Speaker
Cannon was one of the callers at the
White Howie yesterday. He Idesir-
ed simply to pay hie Christmas greet
ings Ito *se Spresidint, but was
obliged to defer them, as the presi-
dent had gone to the country for a
long horseback ride. The speaker
was in excellent spirits and talked
with his newspaper friends int a char-
acteristic way.
"They say things are not like they
sere in the old days; that we are
becoming anstorcrats; that there is
no longer honesty in legialative,bod-
ies; rbat there is no ability at the
bar; that we are liable to become a
monarchy; that some strong man is
liabk to rise up ahd dominate every-
body,
"But I say that there is no (air-
minded man who studiee the history
of thi• country from the days of its
foundation down to the present time
and who deduces the difference be-
tween 8,00cwoo Of the people and
8o,000,000 who considers the tele-
graph, the telephone and the rail-
roads, who will not say that we are
markedly better physically, mentally
ind morally than our grandietbers,
or even our fathers.
"Undoubtedly, we are better off
than were our forefathers. The mil-
lennium isn't hers, it is true, and
things' will not be a bit interesting
when everything beeomes perfect.
We are doing better, though."
GIFTS FOR MISS ROOSEVELT
Citizens of Oregon Planning to Take
Up • General Subscription.
PHYSICIANS THINK THEY
SHOULD MAINTAIN A
"BLACKLIST."
They Also Complain About Some of
the Profession Not Charging
the Regular Rates.
Last evening at the meeting of the
McCracken County Medical society
there was brought up the question oi
the professional men following tile
movement inaugurated by about ev-
ery ckss of business in this city,
that of regulating more closely their
interests and e,..tablishing a "black-
list" on which will be put the names
of the people who refuse to pay
their doctor bills.
The question was laid before the
society last night by De. J. G.
Brooks, but it did not come until one
of :the last things, and it was pretty
late at that time, the proposition was
laid over until the next gathering,
which is two weeks from now with
Dr. B. B. Griffith, of the Truei
heart building.
The doctors of this city are sup-
posed to charge $4 when they go
out to see a patient and $1 when th..!
patient comes to this physician's of-
fice. Some of the professional m vi
!claim 'that others do not adhere tothis scale of charges, but make cuts
s
in order to draw trade from each
other. This they &elating/ as not
!proper and their desire i. to more
.ellfectively organize theneseives and
everyone maintain the regulation
price-
Am:cher thing the doctors want is
to keep a blacklist and when, they
become confident that anyone is try
ing to beat them out of a bill, put
his or her name on the list and thee
no other physician is to give them
medital attention- until the otitstandt
mg account is paid. '
During last night's session,
was with Drs. Taylor & Coleman i*
The Register's old building, the lat-
ter road a paper looking towards
betterment of the medical society by
placing it upon a higher plane.
Baker City, Ore., l)oc 26.-A
move to create a popular subscrip-
tion for a wetkiing present for Miss
Alice Roosevek, who in to be mar-
ried to Congrellernan Nicholalt Long
worth in February, has been started
by citizens of the eastern part of
Oregon. It i the plan of the orig-
inators to 'have &Ascription lists in
each states of. the ',Union, the money
secured to be transmitted to the var-
low; state treasurers, who will, in
turn, forward it to the secretary of
the treasury at Washington.
The subacriptions wilt close on
February 8, so at to enable the pres-
ent, which, it is believed, will be
about $800,ono, to be turned over to
Miss Roosevelt on the day of the
wedding. Individual serbscriptions
will he limited to to cents.
Chas. 84Mod, of Fulton, and
Misq Dim Sanders, foriraerly of Ful-
ton, bid luteit of Pitteburg, Pa.,
were married in, Columbus., Ky., on
% UM6mr.'6'
stick Pins
ANNER
Offers thee ,following Christmas Sug-
gestions:
'FOR THE LADIES.
Solitary Diamond Rings 
 
 $5 oo to Isoo.oa
Diamond Brooches 
 5.00 to 75.00
Diamond Cluster Ring 
 
 7.50 to 75.00
Gold Brooches 
 
 3 oo to 15.0o
Watches 5.00 to zoo ant,.
Set Rings 
 
 t.00 to 50. oo.
Neck Chains 
 
 zoo to to.00
Bracelets 
 
 i.5o to 15 oo
Lockets 
 too to 4 .00
Collar Pins 
.5o to 5.00
Hat Pins 
 
.25 to a 5.00Crosses 
 50 1 5.00Silver Toilet Sets 
 
 5 oo to 25 00
Back Combs 75 to 5 oo
Brushes, all kinds 
.5o to 8 oo
Toilet Sets 
 
 
 1 oo to to .00
Cut Glass Bowls .. 
 3 oo to 15.00
Cut Glass Tumblers, per set of six. 
 
 2.00tO
Italian Terra Cotta Vases 
.6o to to oo
Hand-painted China Plates ..... oo to 5 oo
FOR THE MEN.
Diamond Wings tasoo to $125.00Signet Rings 
 
 3.00 to io.00Initial Rings 
 5.00 to 15.00Watch Fobs . . I SO to I0.00Chains 
 
 1-75 to 12.00Shirt Studs so to r000
. .30 to 20 03Emblem Chains 
 
 
I.50 to to ooShaving Cup and Set 
 1.50 .10 7 50Cigar jars i 75 to 6 ooMilitary Brushes 
 .75 to 10.00Shaving Mirrors 
 ,, 
 a 50 to 10.00Cloth Brushes 
 
 
 i oo to 7.50Whisk Brooms 
 1 50 10 5.00Fountain Pens 
 
 
 i oo to to ooPaper Cutters so lb 2 .00Hat Brushes 
 1 oo to 3 ooUmbrellas 
 
 4 SO till 10.00Match Boxes 
•75 to 5 ooStamp Boxes 
 
.50 to too
FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Salver Mugs 
. to 6.00Brush and Comb Sets 
1 
t .5o to 3.00
75 
Sterling Spoons 
 
 I SO tO 2.00Dress Pin Sets so 1t0 250Neck Chains 
 
 
 7
00
Lockets 
.75: 
o 5.
to I5.00Bracelets 
 
 X 00 to 5.00Knife, Spoon and Fork Sets 
 
 i so to 5.00
"If you Buy it at Wanner's Its Good."
J. LI Wanner, Jeweler.NE 
772A 42a BROADWAY
COPIES OF ELLS,
MAYOR YEISER EXPECTS TO
RECEIVE THEM FROM
/COVINGTON.
Vias of That City and Newport
'Having Proposed Amend-
. etsents*Drawn Into Bill.
Mayor Yeiser is expecting to re-
c4ire in a few days copies of the
new bill to be put be4ore the stet,.
legislature, when it meets next week
at Frankfort, find which bill if en-
acted, will change the charter gove,n-
ing second class Municipalities, a bith
includes Paducah. These changes
lire the ones decided upon the
conference held two weeks ago at
Lexington, by Mayor Yeiser and
others from here and representatives
from the tither second class cities.
that including Lexington, Covington
and Newbort. At the conference it
Vas decided that the mayors of,,Cov-
irrgton and Newport should draw up
the bills, those two towns being right
alongside each other, and the mayors
caulk, get together on a few hours
notice, and frame up the drafts.
They should be thraugh by now
getting their city solicitors to draw
up the bilis, and having copies made
so they can be sent to all the four
second class cities of the state, in
order the respective officials of each
place can know in detail just what
amendments are to be offered to the
charters governing the cities in ques-
tion.
The state senators and legislators
from the Covington and Newport dis-
tricts will lay the bills before the
house of representatives, but all the
delegates (von( the second class: towns
will ,advocate them and use their ut-
most endeavor for their enactment
into law,
A UNION COMIIITTEE
MEETS AT ST. LOUIS.
St. Louis, Dec. 27.--A sub-commit-
tee of the general committee repre-
senting the Presbyterian and Cumber-
land Presbyterian churches met here
today to prepare for 'the session of
the entire tiod3 tomorrow, when th
details the ninon ' of the twat'
branches of the Presbyterian church,
which lies already been decided oft,
wilt be oammunoted.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Fur Top Felt Slippers, all colors,
Congress Felt Slippers, -
Velvet Slippers, all colors,
Warm Lined Shoes, - -
ng
dB
- $1.00
- $1.00
- $1.00
- $1.00
Men's Slippers, all styles.
• Little Gents' Rubber Boots, 5 to 11, - - $1.25
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. CASH ONLY. 309 Broadway.
BRONSON'S CASE
MURDER CHARGE GOES OVER
UNTIL TODV IN POLICE
05 COURT.
Contractor ICatterjohn Charged With
Blockading Street in Front of
Mks Building.
Yesterday morning in the pt,lice
court Judge Sanders continued' over
until today she ease charging Rufus
Bronson, colored, with murdering
:Will Gills, colored, last Sunday night,
at the home of -Bronson', mistress,
Jensie Grundy, at Twelfth and Jones
streets.
There was left open again the case
chruging W4 Childers, colored, with
breaking into the establishment of
Lem jonca.
Contractor George Katterjohn was
given a continuance until today of
the warrant charging him with leav-
ing piles of brie,k and material out
in the street fronting the Elks build-
ing, on North Fifth street.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Dora -Berry, cohored, with
conducting a disorderly house.
'Dave Wheehs was dismissed of the
disorderly conduct charge against
him.
Perry Garvey was fined $5 for fir-
ing his revolver over .on Broadway
Christmas day.
There was filed away the warrant
chsrging -Pete Thompson, alias Jim r
Panhanner, with a breach :of the
peace..
F. G. Miller was fined $5 and costs
for being drunk and disorderly down
on Second street, night before last,
and running everybody off the thor-
oughfare.
THE RIVERS
Yesterday afternoon there got
away tot the Tennessee river the
steamer Tennessee. She remains up
that waterway until next Monday
night before coming out.
The Dick Fowler gets away for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock She
comes back tonight about it.
•The Joe Fow4.er came in from
Evansville yesterday morning and
got out irnenediately on her return
that way. She comes back again to-
:morrow.
The jOhn S. HorAcins is today's
boat in the Evansville trade.
The steamier Itentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
lays here until 5 o'rlock Saturday
afternoon before skipping away on
her return trip.
The Bottorff got away yesterday
for Nashville, where she remains un-
til Saturday, -when se returns here
and arrives Sunday.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and gets here next Sunday
en route down to Memphis.
'The Rees Lee leaves Memphis to-
morrow and gets here Sunday. en
roz,te up to Cincinnati.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 26.6; rising.
Chattanooga, raise:int:
Cincinnati, 26.5; rising.
Evansville, 21.5; fabling.
4Florence, 9.3; citing.
Johnsonville, 15.5; rising.
Louisville, 8.9; rising.
'Mt. 'Carmel, 9.4; lisping.
Nashville, 23.3; falling.
Pittehttrg, 6.2; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 8.o; falling.
St. Louis, 5.4;
Mt. Vernon, 2o.o:
Paducah, a.2; rising.,
*
I 
No. 5302 Gets the Big Doll at
Harbour's 'Book Dept.
This ticket was held by Misetyda lliff,1212 S.
Seventh street, and the doll has been presented to
her. Tickets No. 1632, 4089, 5262 and 7028 were
also drawn from the box and if you hold any of
these numbers bring them to us and you get a
pretty doll free.
NINSENG IN MAINL
117ISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SMALL FORTUNE.
Studaet of a University Law School
La Bangor, Maine, Finds a
Mysterious Source of
Riches.
If FL rich vein of gold-bearing quarts
had been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
gully during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is John
K. Thuriough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
gor. Last year it was noticed that
he joined in none of the Saturday
games played by the students.
Th reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home In
Fairfield and este the Sabbath with
tds parents, though it was noticed that
he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a $600
piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudien access to riehes, and most of
the country had something to talk
about for a year to come. The expla-
nation made by young Thurlough wee
very simple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg.
one one day when he was calling ce
her the family went to Sarsaparilla gul
ley to eig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla guile, had gone through
the eeentY years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
apiece brush and checkerberry leaves
sad sugar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compouni ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlougb helped to dig
the health-giving roots be noticed t'ley
were bigger and more pulpy than or.
Weary sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took 'samples to
Prof, Munson at Orono, who at once
veided they were ginseng roots. Sub-
\neat proceedings were easy.
elyving a good working knowledge
yOung Thuriongli bonded
.chd lying on either side of the
and spent all of his spare tithe dig.
an preparing the ginseng root
there was a quick sale at
pound. By remaining silent
lug his source of revenue, the
w student cleared up about ;10.001
year. and sold his provisional
Jesse to a Boston company for $8.00t
IN caah.
It is apserted that the company has dus
sod sold ginseng roots valued at ell.
SOO the past season, and now that tee
affair is no longer a secret, hundreds
of eager people are hunting Dizmon•
wed Newburg hills is the hope ol
lading another ginseng plantation
Many &cps et pasture and woodland
hsve be dug over, but with unsatis-
tactory results.
CITY HAS, NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park welkin,
along the east side of the Bronx rives
not far from the subway entrance have
been interested in • circular net that
was placed in the stream a few der
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double pur
pose of supplying fish dinners to the
birds of the zoo* and specimens foi
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stake; near the bank lead,
out to the net, Which Is funnel shaped
with the lariat end inshore. The nab
eorning to the bank to feed enter the
moutn and naturally swim back into
deep water, but they find the net nar-
rowing, and when they slide thmugh
the small hole in the end of tbe fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net of the same style. The net is
about 15 feet Ione and four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp and suckers weighing from a
Quarter of a pound to three po,Dds
have been taken in this wise for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
' *allures. The keeeers say that the
binis apereciate thie fresh fish.
All the pickerel and ease cartured
a sent to the aquarium to he ex-
hi ed. or In cmurgenty to be fed to
fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the nt.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I bear his footeteps
on yonder walk as the cloc'k strikes
the hour of eight"
"Gracious, Jeanet t e!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him again "
"You don't mean It?"
"I do, and furthermore, be will never
sit on this sofa three tights a week
and call me pet names as he has been
doing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"And to-night I am going to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"B-but why are you going to ells-
•pard him?"
"Discard hien? Why, you gooee,
ea going to marry hiott"-Colunibue
Dispatch.
Lookr. Like Ms Tuen.
The Optimiet-Pay no attention to I
mockers. Teey said the telephone
eouldn't worlz. They said the tele-
fraph wouldn't work.
The Pessino
The OptimV -And now they say the
lying macbiee won't work.
The Pessimist-And even a knocker
es apt to be rijiit some time.-Chleago
sun.
In t le Shoe Store.
"How is it,' asked the visitor, "thet
ell your cler..s nearly break their
seeks to wae on Mrs. Gotroxe You
lon't permit t: iping. do you?"
"No," replit 1 the proprietor. "it'e
this way. She has a No. 4 foot.
"Yes."
"And she's tiling to take a No. 4
shoe."-Chicago Sun.
Real Enjoyment.
"Yes. you can spend the day at
grandpa's; but be a good boy or your
papa will whip you."
"Yee 'm."
"I don't see now eou get so miten
enjoyment out ' inik,!ng -to grandpa."
"I get him t. me about the lick-
in's he used ,e .ve pop."-Houston
Post.
MITIGATION.
"'Mitch do you like best, mamma, lido-
cart or Beethoven
"Why. I like Beethoven best. I think.'
"i'm so glad, for :'ve just broken the
bust of Mozart in the parlor!"-Flie-
geode Blaetter.
Curious.
( ne'irr saw a barnacle a-grewing on a bare.
I never saw a star-fish with a star,
t've never WWI St window see-I've seen a
wievtost blind;
But 1 never saw carbuncles on a car.
udge
One Advantage.
Mrs. Donough-Aren't you dreadful.
ly pat out when your congregatioa
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Ftiorttily-Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same ser-
mon again and nobody will know the
difference, you Res.-Cleveland Leader.
Natural Sequence.
Green-Did you ever hear of an im-
movable object being struck by an Irre-
sistible force?
Brown-Yes.
Green-What was the result?
Berns-Both the women talked them.
selves hoarse.-Chico Daily News.
Overcoming Difficulties.
Mafficagni-Brown-I tell you, Ethel, I
must have quiet if I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Maiecagni-Brown-Well, my Pet.
elleet cook dinner.
Mascagal-Brown-Oh! If that's the
diasalty, wdean soon remove that l'U
give up work for a few weeks!
Ilecial Problems.
Lumber Yard Lem-I hain't sees
Weary Willie around lately.
Seven League Saunders-No; he's dis-
guised himself as a college professor an*
!Orin' as one o' dem. He's goin' to writs
a magazine article on der lives an' halo
Its.-Puck.
For Variety's Sake.
Mrs. Oldun-Did you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gsgml-Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.-
Cleveland Leader.
Of Course.
"Did you ever ride in
carriage?"
"Sure. Did you think I
fore 'uaby bi lea were
Houston Post.
•
a horsetails
was born be-
Invented"-
Discovered.
"Why is this cheese so full of
holes?"
"That's all right. It needs all the
fresh air it can get."--Cleveland
Leader.
Observation.
Mother-Yes, Tommy, the doctor
brought the baby.
Johnny-Well, ma, he ain't very
good at matching samples, is he?-N.
Y. Sun.
Queer Politics.:
Wyld-Some queer things In politica
Ryer-For instance?
Wyld-A fellow has to feet up the
liquids to make himself solid.-Judge.
Stirring Ineidegits.
Alice-Don t you think a cook book Is
fascinating reit ling?
Clara-Yes, 'deed. It contains so
nanny stirring i icidents.-Judge.
Ano-, 'at Instance.
Weary eVi:lie-1 use de laps had to
take a bath before gbing into battle.
Dusty Rhodes-What was It dat Sher-
man said about war'?-N. Y. Sun.
Absurd.
"Don't you like to sit here and see all
of the girls in their bathing sults?"
"Who ever saw all of a girl In her bath-
ing suit?"-Houston Poet.
Whoa She Loves Him.
"Does It take Brown and his wife long
to make up after they have qnaftelled?"
"Only till his next pley-day."j-biii•
waukee Settiseil. I
.4/
"The itsoompenge. -
(to farmer's boy in the
Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Visitor-And what do you get for
digging potatees?
Farmer's Boy-Nawthin'; but I git
aomethin' fer not diggin"em.
Visitor-Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy-Licked.--Judge.
•
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon-I saw a man to-day with a
hand-organ In a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going
about the country with that outfit for
six years.
Egbert-Strange, isn't it?
"What's strange?"
"That the mule didn't kick at the
Mlle ie."—Youkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all things, a practical man.
"If you get a housesad put it in my
Dame," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
it all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled. their engagement was announced.
-Judge.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful," raid
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we make people think we know."
"Pont! It wouldn't beeerery wonder.
ful in your case."-Chicago Record
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady-I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashcol•
tar, of the necktie counter.
Man tger-Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
Saleslady--Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he wilL-
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint:
Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor tmodestly)-I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!-Pucx.
The Plat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady-What is the real difference
between an apartment, a fiat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor-In an apartment the ladles
don't have no children. in a fiat they
has one or two. 1.iore than two %sakes
any house a ,ereasent. mum.-Judge.
Extra.
"In *what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem written?"
"Gas meter."
"Gas meter."
"What the-I"
"So many unnecessary feet, you
know."--Cleveland Leader.
A Condolers.
"Bnoolis says he would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he speeds ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't lett
left them to hlza he wouldn't have
enough to buy a second-hand
Detroit Free Prem.
Troubles of the Bich.
Jaggies--Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles-Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his daugh-
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the raid cure.-
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard the pollUcal future
of this country as securer
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum,
"I have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely safe
Investment."-Washingtoa Post.
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Mr. Spider-What, ,Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled for
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth-I thought so. too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out-Kseasaa City
Star.
A Reflection.
**Tee ocean looks like sea and copper,"
On often hears this on thebeleb;
simile is apt and proper-
Thre's water-lots of It-in each.
-I.Ife.
Thought She Had a
Patience--It's scandalous!
Patrice-What is scandalous?
"Why, my sister wee out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she had a mashie
on the links!"-Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
Xnicker- It's a pretty honest world.
Bocker-Yes, indeed, the man who
ends fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return It to the owner.---N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldblood-Do you go back to
William the Conqfterot
Mrs. Newblood-No, hut our boy is
a quarterback.-N. Y. Sun.
---
The Foxy One. • The Economical Spirit.
Mrs. Knewbryde was in tears. I Friend-But, my dear, he's dissipated
"You have forgotten already," she and indolent and entirely unfit for a
sobbed. "Yon d-d-don't care for me husband.
any m-more! You-" I Widow-But he's just about poor
T•Tell me what I have forgotten, Henry's build.
dearest? Tell me!" Friend-What has that to
"This is my b-birthday, and you It?
haven't broughl me any present, of
said a w-word about it, and-"
"Nonsense, darting, I remembered it
perfectly, but I didn't want to remind
you that you were a year older."
And peace and happiness reigned
again -Cleveland Leader.
Widow-Henry left such a
of beautiful clothes.--Chicato
do with
quantity
Sun.
, Personal Matter with Him.
l "Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounder
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
He Wasn't in It, at the golf club, courted her at a coon-
"Alas!" sighed the fashionable try club, married her betw en club
young man. "I have been cut off in meetings, and now all the money he
my prime." pays her for alimony goes to keep up
"How's that, dear boy?" queried the her club dues."-Judge.
party of the other part.
"My rich old bachelor uncle has Deeply Ingrained,
made a new will apd I'm not in it," "What kind ef man is old Wheez-
explaineir the f. y. m.-Chicago Daily icks?" asked the newcomer.
News. "Wheezicki?" said the other. "He's
the contrariest, most selfish old wretch
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's not another tooth
In his head that sympathizes with it."
-Chili's) Tribune.
USUALLY
Papa's Blessing.
The hiinistes-And does your papa
say grace at the table, too?
The Angel Child-Yea, sir, but he
doesn't say it like you do.
The Minister-What does he say?
The Angel Child-He tilts down an'
looks around an' says, "Good Lord,
what a dinner!"-Cleveland Leader.
Worth a Contest.
Caller-I wish to contest my uncle's
will.
Lawyer-Is the estate worth it?
Caller-He left $100,000
Lawyer-Let me see. That's flfey
thousand for me and fifty thousand for
the lawyer on the other side. Yes, it's
worth IL-N. T. Weekly.
The Sensation.
Jay Greeh-I had a tide in my cou-
sin's automobile while I was up t' the
city.
Aaron Allred-Ye did? How 'd seem?
Jay Green-Wa-al, it felt a good deal
like faiths' into a mighty deep well,,
only ye dropped straight ahead Instead
o down'ards.-Puck.
Enough to Cause Weeping.
"Tears, Idle Tears, I Know Not
When or Why," sang the girl is the
flat below in a shrill voice.
"If that girl would only sing in a
phonograph, then listen to it, she
wouldn't ask any such fool question,"
muttered the crusty bachelor below.-
Milwaukee Sentinel.
• Foolish Doctor.
'What are you snorting about?" asked
the you** walrus or the old one, who
was perusing a scrap of newspaper.
-Here's a doctor," replied the other,
"who says it's unhealthy to ao into the
water after a meal. How would we get
It, if we didn't?"'-Philadelphia Prem.
Where Extremes Meet.
"The refreshments at the Mainzer,'
reception were very simple."
"That always argues one at ntwo
things--either the givers of the enter-
tainment are enormously wealthy or
painfully poor.-Cleveland Plain Deal-
er.
Tears.
Though Cromweirs plan eras pretty aeon
A girl's la simpler yet.
She puts her trust In Providence,
Lad keeps her powder wet
-N. T. sun
WE.
Ite
•
Mr. Grasshopper-You should save up
for a rainy day.
Mr. Bugg--What, me? Why. I'm a
water bug-N. Y. Sun.
In CltiClign.
A trIn In1 In a fos-o.
roillded (,re r light in - •
Th, gre,tincir ttry protac,!.
Brought crewds running fest
To bc:p the young Jean let the dog go.
-Chicago Recorti-Ilorsld
Charitable View,
Said He-They say Mittil Yellboy 13
very much In have with herself.
Said- She-Well, she will at least
never know what it is to experience
the bitter pangs of jealousy. -Chicago
Daily News.
On and Oft
Yeast --Hasn't the color of your
wife's hair changed?
Crimsonbeeek-No; she's had that
same hair, on and off, for four years!
Yonkers Statesman.
• •
.g=r;
She-I wonder what ailment the kiss-
big germ causes.
He-Palpitation of the heart.-Chi-
go Daily News.
Too Fast.
A daring ragout Man earned Maltate
Tell out et et beeS•et haueor- •
He esti 11111 lb pact.
- 
Hoek.
I raliallemirasellamiled teems "
prisaasi.
111111Impreeed.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jonas?
Tommy-He shoots craps for money.
Malluna-My dear child! And you
ben% think that's nice, do you?
Tomay.--Naw, he always wine ev-
erything I scat-Cleveland Leader.
Too Mach for Her.
Algernon-And what did your father
say when yea told him I had propound,
dearest?
Gertrude-Oh, Algernoal Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful Laarsage!-Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gams at her,
It struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing only
seemed lacking
"lye simply nothing to wear." she
said, with a tailgatd sigh of regret.
No awe es Less.
Millicent-it doesn't seem quite right
for those Met Mort that young widow
so soon alter death.
Hortesame-Eat thin le an exceptional
I case. Everybody Is saying that black le
'unbecoming to her -Puck.
1
1
Amendment.
Knicker-Rockefeller said that mere
money getting wasn't all there is in life. 1
Docker-He's right; there's an awful
lot of mere money losing.-N. Y. Sun.
The New Way.
Upperten-llow do you manage to
get such perfect-fitting clothes?
De Style-Buy them 'ready made -N,
Y. Weekly.
A Giveaway,
Guest-AIL Mrs. Blank, I seldom get
as good a dinner as this.
Little Johnny-Neither do wa-N. Y.
Sun.
Appropriate.
She-Mrs. Fleshly save she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed witL
stuffed squirrels.
He-Well, I always said she was In-
clined to be nutty in her sky-piece.-
Detroit Free Prem.
Compatibility.
"How Is you: son getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never trouble*
It. and It never seems to trouble him."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick-
ing so about the crowded cars?" asked
the con d uctor.
"He just got off." said a passenger,
"without paying his fare."-Detroit
Free Primo
Everything Quiet
Church-Everything is quiet over in
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gotham-Oh, yes: a man over there
bag Just patented a noiseless baby car-
ciege.-Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset. -
"Well, you see -I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a merry
laugh --Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he is dying for
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
If you expect his dying to ate you any
good . " omit on Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker-Jack writes for $50
quick to buy books.
Knicker-Strikes me those college
books must be among the six best sell-
ers.-N. Y. Sim. 41 •
One Good Point
"Was his flying mai-bine a sucenplir
"Oh. yes; It felled lc) work before It
got far enough up to hurt."-71.41e.
If You Have
Foot 1rot:Ili:12s
You should throw away those old
style reibbers. Any doctor Will tell
you they cause most of the trouble.
He will tell you to get a emir of
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
because they keep CI feet cool--
never chafe or "draw -are lighter
and more comfortable, while they
protect
Come in and see how they look on
your shoes
-they will fit any shape
shoe.
We have a full line of any kind of
rubbers you could want, from a toe
tip to a buckle Arctic'
We have a good assortment of
rubber and felt boots; also damp
proof shoes and high cut boots Call
early and get your correct sin.
CEO. ROCK ZEN
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
321 .Broadway
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R, R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily 'civic', and operates the
best cif trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars ad
Sleeping Cart, from Chicago, St.
Louts, Cincinnati and Louisville
gout), to New Orleans. The best
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the Sots*, including
New Orleans, IfIcksbirg,
Gulfport, Mies., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'ob. Gulfport is a Mexicaa gulf
coast resort having the new. fille
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship seilings from New
Orleans foe Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matte-
in regard to the above.
Havens Via New Odeon.
Havana. Calm, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
9. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4 uo p. m. and *trivia* at
!lava-a at suixi‘e Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Fleelda.
Daly Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nectiens at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Plyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Ulnas in Jecksoevilie
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Thum of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via 'obi. Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitconsti, wilt leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. snd and Feb
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
tripe made in special private vesti-
bi4 trains .of finest Pullman,, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every ceetail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excnr-
*ions to California. Exciweioo cars
through to Los Angeles and Sae
Franciece as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Route. ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tnes
day from Cincinnati and LotriFrvills
via Omaha and the Scenic Route v•V-
c:-y Wednesday from Ohiceg
Full Particulars concerning ill; of
t
the above can be Pratt of eecio• of
the Illinois Central and conteertine
Lire.; or by addrecsing eibirtr' of the
nnelersigeseel.
i lees. Rim, D. P. A., Cinci, natl.
. F. W. HaTlow, D. P. A., Leek-
e..
John 'A. Scott, A. G. P `. . dem
phi.
. A. H. HANSON, P. "!'
Chicago.
S G HATCH. G. r
Chicago.
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ZAPOTECAN WEDDING
PICTURESQUE CZRENONIAL OP
van' AN TEPEC INDIANS.
The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of Real
Beauty—Brass Band a Fea-
ture of the Pro-
mission.
The Indians of the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec are a race apart. Ethnologists
say that the beauty of the women of the
Zapotecan race, the principal people of
the isthmus, is excelled only by the
women of the Samoan islands of the Pa-
cific, says Modern Mexico.
The principal ornament of a well-
dressed Zapotecan, aside from her
rings of various sorts, is her
necklace of American gold coins.
Nothing but American gold is
ever used. British sovereigns, French,
German said even the present small
Perseatage of bleat= gold coins
are all disdained, and American gold is
bought at a high premium in order that
It may adorn the necks of the belles of
the isthmian metropolis.
These coins are fastened together
with gold wires and chains, making a
very showy if not beautiful ornament.
Every centavo a woman can save goes
Into her store against the time when she
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
la.ce. Half eagles and double eagles are
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decoration
ranee an the way from • single half
*sale, suspended on a chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to a
famous Tehuantepec heiress and is
vilued at about $3,000 gold.
The strangest anomaly,. to civilised
eyee, of all this finery and the money
that is inveated in it Iles In tbs fact that
not one of the true Zapotecan women
will wear ewes. The foreign footwear
is a species of invasion and uncleanli-
ness that they will not ender*. The re-
straint and the undo/liable unhealthi-
ness of shoes In a tropic country have
all their share of blame. but one can-
not bat think that it is most the starlet:
custom that has come down from long
ago that keeps them from it. The
Zapotocans are the elsiansst people in
illbowor14, as a race, and the bong lines
et bathers°. each bask of every stream
at the Isthmus of Tvituantepec, from
early dawn until ntgAtfall, attests the
fact of their irreproaeleabie cleanliness.
A Zapotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches are the scene of the
religions cereisoor. After the wedding
the remarbabbi bran head, of whisk
every waddles Meta salt boast at Nast
one, heads the procinsion, and in their
1 white muslin suits. hereSsotol and be-
.hatted with rough sombreros, the head-
men form their rough ranks and lead
the wedding procession of bedollared
women and mos la alpaca coats sad big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
eity.
The procession makes its way to the
geese of the festivities, where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats
ad rich gremeas and flowers for wall
40080rations, the dirt Boor has been my-
eloid with deep gravel, and the band finds
MI *or Moo which to Memorise the
faelle for Os* dance. Here in the gravel
the bail g ,es on. An Indian adaptation
Of the eative Spaniels discs. thew iota."
as feature. and each vies wittethe other
ler an opportualty to dance with the
bride. Then an the company Join
hands and dance about the bride and
bridegroom, who stand in the antridle
the circle. Then the ring breaks, and
each in his taro. sUll darodea. whirls in
to swing the bridegroom. then the brie P
and, courtegying. panics over to tin-
other BPI..
During the tirceing refreshments.
eessilsUag lot *club& from those or the
alfielent Sitioteeans down to the most
modern, are Served in the house ad job.
tag. 'Hers the bridegroom stands as
book drliting with all his tfteets. who
offeritim the mold sapropriat• and Map-
pronriate Warts with a wish for his Ord
his tilde's future happiness.
The dance goes on fo7 many' dart
sotsetitnes. and always last, tar into
mob night. Ara It is rot an tuseeesilliolt
or dismaying circumstance to reeoulite
later in the person of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the bsodillae
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaca ad gorgeous
sombrero.
How the Turk Holds On.
The Turkish empire has been great'v
pared down in the last century. :on
the Turks seem rooted in Coveantino-
pie. The explanation of this awkwari
tact is In a measure diplomatic and In a
measure racial. if European diplomacy
is paralysed by jellousiett the Turks are
a strong people. Pressed into a corner.
they light with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
race aniorg peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing to die for it. •
• people who in this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Curope
by superior force. Superior argument
Will not do it—Roston Transcript.
Couldn't Bnrco Him.
"I've rot a 11111'^ thing rropositiln
mtilre to You" till the :oningster pro-
• raoter, confidently.
"Ainolutely sure?" neked the mild
"No doubt about it."
"Then 'keep it yourself, my boy. 1
etteuld hate to take anything like that
from you. It would seem like rob-
, hery."—Detrott Free Press.
It Couldn't Be.
Illaeos--I know an old soldier who
haw lived for years with • ball in the
vicinity of his bore.
'4_1.. L
Nehert-111 bet it isn't a
.-Yeatits, Waimea& I 
inalitiV
The Popular Ni
v 
hear you are at wt rk on a new
001.a.
"Yes."
"Who Is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The highest
bonus I have been offered so far is
only 970,000, and unless the publishers
show an inclination to be more liberal
I may burn it. I can't afford to
cheapen my work in the estimation of
Jae public."—Chicago Reoord-Herald,
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gone and nominated Bullfinch
for congress!"
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch r asked his wife.
"Yes."
"Why, he's a good man, Isn't he? I've
always heard people speak well of him."
"That's just it. We could have won
here this fall with anybOdy."—Chicego
Record
-Herald.
Good Man Gone.
Chotly—I say, old chap—is it true
that youah wife has—er—eloped with
your valet?
Ferdy—Ya-as. Diegustin', isn't it?
Cholly—Chser up, me boy—don't
take it to heart, f know.
Ferdy—But, oonfougsi It, where am
I to nod another sucl valet 7—Cleve-
land Leader.
No Chance.
Friend—Going to convict that bur-
glar?
Prosecutor—It can't be done.
Friend--Why, the evidence seems
plain enough.
Prosecutor—Yes; but the house he
robbed was occupied by the president
of a life insurance company.—Chicago
Sun.
The Only Hope.
Mrs. Whoopler—You tell me, Herr
Vogiesohnitsel, that my daughter can
sever begone iteinger! Is there no hope
for her?
Herr Vagelschnitsel—Vell, msaam,
you mighdt put baron a diet of canary-
seed. alretty, undt see vat dot viii do mit
her. —Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp—What do you think of Gaylord
from amoral point of view?
Blunt—Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
Uvely wicked.
Sharp--Huh! In that ease he must be
an angel.—Chicago News.
Principles of legliginia
Reculaplus was founding the science
of medicine.
''Boys," he observed, "are.only sick
es school days, while the relatives of
gooks are always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
kis practieta.—N. Y Sun.
•
That's Different
-So," said the tourist, "you don't like
it la the wheat belt?"
"Noesir," replied the tramp. "Work is
too hard ter net—"
"Eh?"
"--orway from."--Chicaao Sun.
After Worms.
"'Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" asked the
mother robin of her offspring.
"Somebody told me It was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
-o-Youkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience !bought you said Will hail
the key to your heart?
Patrice—do he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, Olio summer, I
think he's iota the combination.—Yonk-
ors Statesman.
Cleve 7-hoine.
are. Teller—Mrs JeSplurge told me
that the new residence they're bulk!
lag has fire entrances.
Mr. Teller—Well, when the wolf ar-
rives that'll keep him guessing for
awhile.—Puck
BRIDE'S TARE.
/dr. Justwed—Now that we are mar-
ried, dear, you have a serious task before
you.
Mrs. Justwed—What's that, George?
Mr. Juetwed—You must prove to my
sisters that you are worthy of me.—To-
peke State Journal.
Worse Still.
SO/TIP sigh for days that are no more,
But not for them lot lament;
The ones I regret are those
Which come too often, like the rent.
—N. Y. sun.
The Straight Tip.
Talkative Individual—Waiter! And
bow is it, then, that you're not allowed
to take tips? Eh?
Walter—Customers object, sir!
Aocounted For.
Landlady—I think very highly of
these eggs.
fitarboard--Ab. heirlooms in your
family ?—N. Y. Sulam
Her Point of View.
Husband,—When it comes to money
matters we" had are better than one.
Wife—Yes, Abey mild wear more
bats.-.--N. Y. 11•111 ei 
There are
ory sheep Spain,
travel some 200 miles
It, the mountains. Their march, rest
ing places and behavior are governed
by special regulations ,dating from the
fourteenth century. At certain times
no one may travel the Remo route al
the sheep, which have the right is
graze on all open and common land ot
the way. For this purpose a road 9(
yards wide must be left on all enclose°
and private property. The shepherd,
lead their flockawhich are accompanied
by provision mules, and by large dogs
to guard against a night attack by
wolves.
•••••••••••••••-
•
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COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
Decoction That Was Too Much for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom is a
resort at Three Forks," said a travel-
ing man, "waiting for the proprietor
to arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys, wrapped In fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
tile top riders of the country which
stretches away toward- the head of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demand-
ed a oocktalh
"The bartender looked nonplussed
Air a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and,
immediately got busy. If there was
anything there be missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepper
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigars
which he found in Uut
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big bee:
glasses full of the mixture
"The boys both tasted the beverage,
and it did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the- weapons, they sug-
gested that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasjon, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, mate your will, yoe
would-be poisoner,' snouted the punch
era, and solemnly they put their guns
back where they belonged, 'treated the
house to the cigars and faded away
Into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high spots as they disap-
peared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar
tender had good occasion to make his
will. For three or four hours he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and it
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him for an hour or two,
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of. a Cook Who Couldn't Afford
to Reside on Just a Plain
Street,
The Lindsay family was moving out
of the old house on an avenue into a
new bone° on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay cook
gave notice of leaving. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and had lived with them
for years, relates the Chicago Record'
Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
Is the new house, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't see
how we can part with you now. At
least tell me why you are going?"
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mem, I have my own repute
tale to look attar," answered Nora.
"and If I west ogle the rake of nal
itatelligeece sasstety I betting* to they.
wouidn't give me a reccond In the best
bosses, an' then I'd be down and out—
seer
"No, I don't see,- retorted her mis-
trees, "tell me exactly why you are
giving rip a place that has always
suited you for an uncertainty."
"Sure, mem. it's because of the mov.
lag. l'eu are going to live on a street."
"Yes; oneedf the finest in the city."
"An' I've always lived on a avenue,
mem. If It was a terrace, or a boule-
vard, I might be willin' to change, but
when me friends found that I was Hy-
Ing on just a street they'd all cut me;
they would, indeed, mem. I draw the
live at • street"
BOOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON
Some of the Most Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Bo-
hind Bars. di,
A publisher wee talking about Oaeat
tilde's strange book, "D4. Profundle,"
with its pathetic deeerntion of a bird
beating its wings egainst the bars of
cell.
"Wild.'. Is not the first good book te
have been written in jail." ire said
"Jail, In fact. seems to he a good plac4
to write books in.' Literary men sur
pass themselves there.
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog
tees' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote', It
prison.
'Defoe laid the plans for 'RobInsor
Clusoe' during a term of confinement
imposed on him for the writing of a
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail.
"Sir Water Peliigh, during his 14
years' imprisonment in the teepee
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
"Silvio Petite() and Tees° both did
their best work in mil."
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Theater Banks.
New York is to have a bank, neat
the chief theaters, which will be opus
all light, so that ladies attending en.
tertaisments will be able to deposit
their jewels for sallid- 11)114 ors riP.
toralas tarns.
RUSH TOWARDS my
POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
- Y•ark- had tower lahabltants by
the census of 1900 than they had
the census of 1890. These count"
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds of
inhobitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger Ones."
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, In western New York, famous for
apples,and mint, declined from 49,700
HAND-PRESSED LEMON OIL.
Only Way of Extracting the Flavor-
ing Hatter from the Rind
of the Fruit.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population is rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provialon for public relief in farming
mantles being small, the larger cities
rum sought by needy persons, and these
coaditions are reflected in the ensuing
The years between 1900 tend 11106
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation ia. interior counties would
cease, thea some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be redacted
In the Census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 3,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed sista census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira. heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fee
Ule,, of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che-
mung in five years was 2,468, and in
Steuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
years show at least very little gain.
One of thee. is Dutchess, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,639--a
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distinc-
tion of whleh is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, has increased
from 44,415 to 46,783 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in populatios in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattaburg ; Schotiarie; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene,
which includes the city of Catskill,
Hamilton in the Adirondack., Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which increases its agri-
cultural products every year, bet con-
Unues to loge stearin' in population.
No other state of the couniry has so
large a proportion of counties which
are falling behind in population as
New York, that is,, none of the largest
states. The explanation of these
4hanges is found probably in the enor-
mous increase In manufacturing ester-
este.
In five years Schenectady has
jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popola
Uon, Rockland from 38,000 to 45,000.
Ningara from 74,000 to R4,000, and
Westchester from 184,0e0 to 228,000.
In 16 years-the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
elle-third of the counties have fewer
Inhabitants than they had 16 years
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
`AILSOD when he need not talk, will
sympatbise with this Just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the MIA op-
poser would persist in trying to talk
as toe train indeed swiftly along
_areas eseesset-e-lef seepike the- stodset
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
graen, isn't It?" said the would-be con-
versationalist. pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs. .
"Jests," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work them voting machines?"
"They use tete of the cranks that
are always banging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chug-water, with
some irritation.—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the principal by-products
of the steel industry!"
"Carnegie. libraries," pro
revered the etuelent from
village.—Chicago Dhily Ni
Husband's Seem
The Comanche Indians have a la
if a buck runs away with another's
the husband is to leave all his pro
saa•timustaaer be
11.
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It is
hand-pressed—pressed by hand out ot
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
Informant, suggested eunlit lemon
gloves miles in extent oa a mountain
tida use-thinking the bin  sea._
"I'll tell you bow the oil of lemon h;
extracted," he said. "A man sits wite
a sponge In one hand and a piece oi
fresh lemon peel in the other. He
presses the peel against the sponge
giving it finally a certain difncult ane
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
Cells In the rind, and the oil—there-I
only a half drop of it—comes reluct
antly out upon the sponge.
"When the sponge has taken up the
dribbling. of about a hundred rinds, it
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. At
ounce -en—so- -of- frei-tiut'oft 
flows from it.
"There is no way to extract this oil
within a lemon rind except by squeez-
ing and twisting the rind by hand. II
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons
to make one pound of oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch
bartender hold a piece of lemon peel
over a cocktail, and give the peel a
sudden, quick twist? Well, he wae
then flavoring the oocktell with oil of
lemon, though the quantity he extract
eft was eo small as to be quite invisi-
ble.
"Imagine doing that bartender twig
until you had collected a quart or so o:
this rare oil."
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL
Used for the Bearings of the Deli-
cats Drills Employed by
Dentists.
"No, we don't perfume axle grease,
nen- do we scent the OH VW on tat
journals of freight cars" mild the dee;
er, -but there is one lubricating ter
that we do scent, and that is the fine
oil used on dentists' drills.
"Such drills, tiny little drills of beau-
tiful workmanship, are ms-do nowa-
days for use in every possible position.
There are drills that project from the
shaft at a right angle, this being made
possible by the daintiest little bevel
gearing you ever saw, within theeidrill
head. Others are set at an. ottose
angle, and others, again, are set at an
acute angle
"With one or another of these nue-
ons drills you can drill out a hole in
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but ot course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to put fish oil in a patient's mouth,
already suffering enough, probably.
"So here Is where scented lubricat-
ing oil is used, on dentists' drills—on
the solid part, within the easing that
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at the head of the drill
Itself—fine oil that is 'scented with
lust a touch of attar of roses.
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
--- -
Utica List Contains One with Occu-
pation Given as That of
Watch man.
•
"Robert Badger°. watchman, No. 39
West street," is time way it read in the
Utica city directory, and the woman
who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was in
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for he was in march of a watch
man for hie establishment
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman, and a lively bull terrier rushe.)
into the hall.
And then the woman laughed, for,
the Hobert Badgero in the directory
was none other thee "Bob." the was
rot of the 'Utica & Mohawk Valley Rail
way company, who had been listed in
the directory as • "watchman" because
that's just what he was.
Bob is probably the only dog on ree
ord who has his name in a city dine
tory. He is the property of Milford
Badger°, private secretary of General
Manager Allen, of the street railway
He is known by all employee of the
line, awl is always a weleome passen
get, who need pay ne fare.
A short tfme ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent and
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob was there.
He had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostraie In the dust
"Alas!" he cried, "you have broken
my hearti"
Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
questioned mutely the ambulance stir
geon.
"No," he said; "It's only two ribs
and the left shoulder blade."
With an exclametion of relief the
chauffeuse, or lady automobilist, pullet
the lever and sped on 
—Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Haunting Fear.
"Yes, there is one cloud on my fn
tnre'.'
"What is that?"
"I do so tear that when I have
worked so hard to make a name to go
down to posterity they may go and
e in a hall of fame."—Baltimore
A an.
Not Worried.
ay the race is growing small
year," observed the scientist,
"That doesn't cut any figure!"
chirped Busman. "Nowadays a man
Is measored b the stsa of his pocket-
heigisroeDetrolt Free Preen
"ze wi," mxs as e I • •  we es is a
YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN.
Knew But Few Words of English,
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Japanese young man was notice(
among several Americans, who were
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
jerks. He knew but few words of Brig
Ugh, but managed to call for some
oysters and coffee. He ate and tIsan
with most exquisite manners, and at
tracted much attention by his frequeet
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
it, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat-with his hat Silted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
toe polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up, as
If ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that be
knew less than 100 words of our lan-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
If you please and you are very kind
were phre"es he couid speak very dis-
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness costs nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
fails to bring returns. This Jap Was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought borne
humorous book, teaching politeness by
showing the shockingly bad manners
of a family of children.
"Edna," he said, "I bore these funny
pictures and stories.will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a bock to teach me man-
ners. You can't teach an old dog new
tricks."
M07-ZAL VIEW OF ".TIPS."
Philosophical Eesay Drtribut.0 is
the Gueets of a Summer
Hotel.
At one of the summer resorts where
hotel life comes very near being robbed
of all its terrors, the following circular
Le given to the guests:
Tips and fees: The evils and annoy.
ances of this custom are generally con-
ceded. Tips are given for one or more
of the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, whiche
Is cowardice.
Desire to be thought generous, whicis
is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which
charity.
Desire for some favor Inconel
with full justice to others, whi
bribery.
Because, In some places no
able service can be haa wi
ping, which is a "bold-up"
vents. Because some extra
wished, not covered by the pr
which is commendable desire
for all received.
Appreciation of satisfactory se
already rendenred, or of personal
lug. whe h is generosity and good will.
Our eraployes have been selected ad
self-respecting and unwilling to pal
themselves in the place of ordinary
hotel servante. They are neither ob-
jects of charity nor social brigands.
From the arta five motives ma
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes ace free. Et
promPted by the teat two, all should
be willing to accpt the plan, carefully
matured after ten years' experience to
pay for extras in the rtgular hilts an.
to reward for specially meritorious
service only at the end of visits.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY..,
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Korea's.
While ,a certain N ov York hotel
boasts a bed costing $10•000, this Is by
no means the record holder, for there
are Instances of beds far more cost
ly, rtates the Herald, of that city.
The most magniBcfct cf all was •
presented the then erar of RUSIe13
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago.
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the quotation
that "Uneasy lies the bead that wears
a crown," the shah presented a bee
made of crystal, ornamented with sib
ver. It was cut from a solid block
and in addition to being provided with
steps of bete glare, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams or scented water lute
the air.
Not so costly was one built in Born
bay for a native ruler some years ago
and which is still in use. At the fees
corners were full-size figures of Gretna'
maidens, the ones at the top holdinh
stringed instruments, while those as
the foot bore in their hands huge fans
Extending the full length of the
was a music box capable of play
for half an hour before the repe ',Ire
of tune was exhausted.
The weight of the body apt thi
music box in motion, while *t the same
time the figures at the head of the bee
fingered the strings of their instrei
ments, while those at the foot waves
their fans, a concealed motor furnish
ing the power that kept the fans go
Mg all night long.
The Barber's Substitute.
"What in the world do you want wit),
a phonogsaph?"
"Oh, you gee, I'm a creature of habit
I started recently to shave myself."
"Weil?"
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind an the job unless accompani
by a steady flow of borne, baseball
pugilistic talk,"—Loutimi ecpaaL
Jeataall.
100
Card Cases, Pass Cases and Bill
rooks
zoo all Leather Samples to' select
from.
Your Name and Address in Gold
Letters.
An Ideal Christmas Present for a
Gentleman
MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
ltursday Msrning, Dec. 28, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
—Cloudy and rainy weather is the
prediction for today and was the out-
look last nigIst,
—The Typographical Union has
elected officers as follows: E. M.
Willis, presid4nt; Win. Deal, vice
President; J. E. Baker, secretary;
Harry Green, sergearrtst-arms; G.
W. Walters, Wm. 'Deal and
F. jo'heison, delegates - to Csnoll
Labor Union.
—The Luther League me-..:-. t-
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the chili
parsonage on South Fourth strest.
Maggie Murray 'is con-
frned with an attack of illness at the
haply home on Idonroe erect. -
—Contractor George Katterjohn is
RI of appsndicitia at 'his home on
4otrish Eleventh street. .
.—Inspector Franke, of the city's
aerierage; found a big eight foot
plank in the manhole at Fourth and
Broadway and had to saw it to
pieces to get it out. It had caused
the pipe to stop up.
—Press Wiley, colored, yesterday
reported o t
one stale 4tis roe from behind the
t.  officers that some-
Baker-Eccles arholesale grocery at
First and Washington.
—The Mayfield paper says that
Reim Allen, of Paducah, has sur-
'tendered there and given Soto bond
Ifee his appearance in Court January
apt to artswer to the paternity
filed against 'him by Lula
Race, of Clear Springs, Graves
ty, who claims he is the father
child.
widow. of John Tice, the
Bagman of Eleventh and
was released from jail
the prosecution against
been dropped.
LLOWED MOTHER
-Child of Mr Owen Grubbs Died at
Benton Yesterday.
Yesterday at Benton there died
the, six-months-old child of Mr,
Owen Grubbs; who is connected
here with the Buchanan restatirant
on Kentucky avenue near Third'
trrc t.
The child's mother died here last
1111/TIRWT and the father sent the lit-
tle one to Benton relatives to be
a
raised.
CHAMBLEE BROS. WILL MOVE
TO KANSAS CITY, MO.
a-- The Clothing firm of .Chostiolee
illroa. have secured an estentiOn of
their lease on the building, house
thelt.tiow occupy and will vemain in
th city for a few weeks yeti.icoider
intielset ilrishee their '''sl'Ocarlfiefore
moving to Kansas City.- They( have
just received a number of delayed
shipments 41 shoes and clotizieg
hicb have ,been added to thee
stock: They &oft Want to move
anything and prefer to sacrifice
prices rather .h a is pay fr eight to
Norm, City. Those who take ad-
vantage of this sale will beyond ques
tion buy merchandise for less than
mat to manufacture. Everybody
who has isited their store during
their sale bus found things to he
just, as advertised ail in many casts
"better than represented.
This is an absolute closing out
sale ap Chamble.i. Bros. have all ar-
-ningernents made to move to Kan-
t% s City within a few weeks. TheyAlive a force of clerks now re-mark-
' tog arid rearranging ithe stock. This
*fil be the last sale, the last cut in
-ices and- your last chalice to get
dependable shoes cvnd clothing at
•a low price. This, the great-
eat salt of al'. begins Saturday, Ue-
7e'l her 3o
To Policy Homers.
We wish to notify our patrons, the
"public generally. through the daily
press, each agent signing the notice,.
that commencing cri the first day of
_Unitary, 1906, all policiea are due
nod payable wise* the !OSUralliCe is
effected or upon delivery of poliey in
person or by mail.
BOARD OF LOCAL
UNDERWRITERS
Fine lettuce for 'ale; tettelen. crisp
sad Ghee. Oak Gr:ive greenhouse.
'foetenuil Bros.
ABOUT THEPEOPLE
Mr, Henry Rehkopf, of Memphis,
Tenn., has I. turned there after spend-
ing •Christrti-s here with his wife and
child who are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
f 7. Rehkopf of Washington street.
His Wife ar ! baby remained here for
a longer
Mr. Geori Crumbaugh, of St.
Louis, is hi: e visiting his parents,
!Or. and Mr. G. C. Crumhaugh, of
North Seven.h.
Lawyer A- hur V. Martin yester-
day went tt. GreeRville, Ky., for a
visit of a few days to relatives.
;Mr. Fe:ix C. Rudolph goes down to
Ogden's lancing in Ballard county
today tp be Lune until the last of the
week
Mr. Elliott Mitchell, wife and
slaughter, of St. Louis, are here
visiting Ma-s. 'Cobbs, mother of Mrs.
Mitchell.
.Mr. Fred F idy has returned from
a several day, "tint at Heath.
Mr,and N \be Rosenfiekt and
son, of Rod l New York, today
go to Bowitog Green for a visit, after
visiting Mi. and Mks. Herman Wal-
lerstein for several weeks.
Mir. Polk ROf i, of Illuntincton,
Tenn., is in the city visiting his par-
ents, Prof. and Mts. Ross. He is
to remain the balance of the week.
Mr. and, Mrs. Leslie' Samuels, of
Bardstown, Ky., have returned home,
being called back suddenly by the
serious illness of the fortner's only
sister. They had been visiting Mrs.
Samuel's parents here, Mr. and Mrs.
R. G. Terrell, of Kentucky avenue.
Mr. B. -H. Scott left yesterday for
larksville, Tenn., and will relurn
Mr. John Gregory, wife and girl go
home today to Jackson, Tenn., after
visiting Captain and MTS. Thomas
&lynn.
,Colynel J. L. Kilgore yesterday re-
tiikned from Anderson, Ind., where be
vent Christbnis with his family.
Mr. Pete Burnett is here from
Louisville on a drumaningtrip.
Mr. Rabbert Greenfield, of Nashville,
Tenn., returned home yesterday after
visiting' his nieces, the Misses Morton
of Broadway.
Mr Henry Burnett, Wife and
daughters of Louisville, eeturned
home yesterday -after spending
'Christmas with Mr and Mrs. filuscoe
Burnett.
Mr. Tucker, on and daughter and
Mhss Essie BfaCionfil tzgye gone to
Clarksville, Tenn,' reir visit.
Lowy 9osit1r iv' here from
SIdeferi Ind, visiting his patents, M.
and lifirs.'ijantea,Snith, of Broadway
neat- Twelfth.
left. diaries Wlooldridge, of Spring-
fiefl t4o, is visiting his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Wooldridge.
tsfiesdaines James R. Smith and
'James P. Smith yesterday returned
from visiting in Springfield, ILL
Mese Vivian 'Hall is visiting here
from Fulton.
Contractor Pat 'Halloran yesterday
retinned to Cedar Bluff after end-
ing-Christmas here.
Mr A. E. Boyd has returned from
spending Christmas in Graves county.
Mr. Roscoe Bailey of Jackson,
Miss., has returned home after visit-
ing this mother, •Ms. Mary Bailey
Mr. 011ie P. Leigh is in Chicago,
visiting his brothers, Messrs. Robert
and Charles Leigh.
Mrs. tee Rose is very lit at her
home on South Eighth street.
Mr Mks. Joe 'Vogt, Jr.,. 
907Jones 
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have a fine baby girl at
th"eir home. ,
Mrs. W. J. Asplau, of Jackson,
TAnn., is visiting Mrs. A. Kerth of
'South Fifth street.
Mrs. Edward West and son, of St.
Loisisi will return home Saturday af-
ter visitini. here.
Mr. Archie Sheerer, of Ch2ago,
has returned home after visitins ,his
sister, MTS. Henry Enders, of West
MonrriONtreet.
Masses Helen and heirtlel3ecker
yesterday went to Jackson, Tenn.,
to v•si.. , '
County Alerk Jodi H. Keys,, of
Murray, is in the city. He retires
the .first of next week from public
offroe.
MASONIC ELECTION.
Plain City Lodge Last Night Elected
Officers For igo6.
city lodge N. 449, F. dc A.
NI. held its annual election of *Ulcers
last night in the Fraternity building,
electing Jas. E. Wilhelm, master;
FrediRoth. senior Norden; W. C.
Seolield. junior warden; Jas. W.
Gleaves, treasurer; Geo. 0. Ingram.
secretary; WI L. Bennett, senior **a-
eon; Gordon Barham, junior deacon
and C.% E. Whiteside', all of Atom-
were align installed into office.
Plain City kyd'ge is (rile of the
'arg,est lodges in Keloticky and its
,ffa:rt r, in excellent
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, oestopath.
509% Broadway; Phones, Old T41!.
New, 761.
PABSt BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Bullet,
Palmer Manse Bar.
I.. A. lagornarsino.
At son Wati horn to Secretary and
Mrs. Loth 'Tuesday,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE SE-
LECTED TO ARRANGE FOR
HEAD CAMP.
THE WOODMEN lifyfriind
Holiday
NoveltiesOrganizer Helsley Returned FromBirmingham Where They' In-stalle0 New Lodge.
'Last evening at time meeting of
Oiive camp, Wloodmea or the World,
in their hall over Walker's drug store,
at Fifth and' 'Broadway, there was in-
stalled the new officers who were
chosen several weeks ago, to, serve
for the ensuing term Tbe installa-
tion ceremonies were conducted by
Mk. George 'Lehnhard, past counsel
ccmrmander, while the new authori-
ties are as follows: John G. Rehleopf,
counsel commander; George Bog:taut •
ant, advisor lieutenant; Frank Roark,
banker, Dr. M. Steinfield, clerk,
George Hannon, clerk; Edward Love,
sentinel; jbseph, Flasch, watchman;
Dr. W. 'HI. Pitcher, N. A. Thomassou
and Clifton Peal, managers.'
During the evening C,ornmander
Rehkopf named the following corns,
mittet which will have charge of all
entertainments given by the secret
order during the corning year; George
Lehabard, Frank Roark, Ernest
Lackey, Samuel B. Hughes and
Charles E. Gridley.
A special committee was selected
by the executive official to prepare f, r
the head camp which meets here dur-
ing 1907. This especially chosen
body comprises George 'Bondurant,
Edwin Rivers, J. W. 'HeIsley- and
John G. Rehkopf, the letter ex-officio.
The head camp includes every
lodge in Kentucky and Tennessee,
from whence &legates are sent. The
gathering was held at Louisville din-
ing this summer, and meets' only
once every two years. There were
about three hundyrd representatives
at the Falls City and fuily as many if
not more will be here during tor.
This conintittee will arrange all the
features for the seseion that lasts
five or six days.
New Camp.
Mr. J. W. fielsley, the district or-
ganizer of this section for the Wood-
men, returned yesterday morning
from Birmingham, 'Marshall county,
where h5 instituted a new lodge of
that order, with twenty-eight mem-
bers. The officers for the lodge are
James Eades, counsel commander:
George Smith, advisor lieutenant;
James P. Locker, clerk-. A. Cox.
'banker; Guy Holland, past counsel
conmiander; A. B. Howard, .escort. _
Installs Tonight.
This evening Jersey camp of the
Woodmen, installs itf new officers
at their hall above Benadcont's
eery at Third and Elizabeth streets
ELECT PRESIDENT
FURNITURE FACTORY STOCK-
140LpER8 WILL SHORTLY
DO THIS
Heading Department of the Cooper-
age Plant Resumed—Other Busi-
ness Matters.
Sornetime next month the stock-
holders of the Paducah Furniture
Manufacturing company will hold a
meeting for the puropse of selecting
$a president to succeed the late Geo.
Rock, who held that position in the
mammoth concers during life, he
'having organized the company. It
is probable that General Manager
Woolfoll will be elected president,
as he has had active charge of the
business for years.
--
Heading Department
The cooperag.e company has re-
sumed- its heading department at
their mammoth plant in Mechanics-
burg, and are now running with a
large force. These men were thrown
out lof employment three months
ego when fire completely destroyed
that breach of the business.
Bougfit Nome.
Non. John K. Hendrick is now
preparing to move here from Smith-
land 'his family, he having yesterday
bought, the Dr. Maxwell home on
Bro way Between Seventh and
streets., lie has sokl Ma'res-
ides e in Sznithland and bringse
family iloavn here jttst af SOO?) as be
can 'get possesnion 0.1 the .new place.
Telephone People,
janfuary tot!) a meeting will ho
/held at Murray by representatives
of all the Weet Kentucky and inc..;
Tennessee Iindependent Telephone
cornpanis, for the aturpose of arraog
in for all . of them to connect their
lines and, make one mammoth sys-
tem tetic.histg -every city in this sec-
tion.
if ward Chenoweth, under seat-
aura foi- killing City Mamba' Kilnwn
in Sili es City, N. M. has been res-
nd bs- masked men, who over-
O\ coed the jailer and locked him
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THE MOST VARIED A
MENT IN TOWN
Paducah Tr nsfer Company.
( notated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ild:Llt/C1 Moiroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phor; .s ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
SSORT-
!Abram L. Well & Co
BACON'S j
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone& Clay Sta... phone 311.
ASK TO SEE 114E. LARGE
DOLLS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—Couple oi puppie,
from 3 to 5 months old, out bui
terrier, one cur. Address "L," care
The Register.,
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR SALE or rent-837 Jefferson
Possession at once. Whittemore.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT — Apartments in
Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broadwaf•
Barb, heat and lights. Furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to L. P. Head,
custodian, at building, or ring aoz.
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at io36 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Steware
WANTED—Good hours help, Ap-
ply at once at ace Was/lagoon
street
WANTED—Young lady' stenog-
rapher employed in daytime woad
like regular work eVenings. Adress
F, care this office.
FOR RENT—Four-room brick
cottage, No. Ito; Trimble street.
Apply to George Langstaii
ACCEPTED OFFER
. DAN SIMONS GOES WITH
BIG CEMENT CONCERN AT
ROCKMART. •
The Power House Larger Than That
He Had Charge of Here for
Stet Car Company
tV
Mr. Tkitt‘as J Flournoy, of the
big cement manufactories plant se
Rockmart, Ga., is in the city and
yesterday stated that Mr- Pan Si-
mons, formerly of 'here, had accepted
the position of superintendent of mo-
tive power and the electrical works
for the cement concern winch is one
of the largest in the world and of
which Mr. Flotirnoy is general man-
ager .
Mr. Flournoy is the well known
capitalist formerly of this city, who
at one time was secretary if the
street railway company. Last win
ter he went to Rockmart to become
manager of the big factory, and
when the 'Boston Capitalists several
months ago bought the street rail-
way plant here, Mr. Slinons resigned
his position as supeeintendent of the
motive and electrical dt-pa rt me n t
thereof. Mr. Flournoy then tender
ed 'him the position at Rodmiart,
and aeveral weeks ago Mir. Simons
went down and looked over the field.
Bei* well satisfied 'he yesterday
morning assumed charge of the de-
part merit.
The mammoeds machinery of rife
cement plant is operated- with elec-
tricity supplied from the power
house which also furnishet belt for
the town .of Rockmart tflat is a
small- place owned by the company.
The power houic there is larger than,
time one used 'here by the street rail-
way company and it talees good man
to manage it.
Mr. Flournoy is 'here for only a
few days on business, whet he will
return to that city.
Mr. Z. T. !Jong. -of Mayfield, will
hc in this City öis January 12 and 13
for the, pnrpos of digposing of a
large lot of soap made hf the Beau-
mont soap factory of Mayfield. He
will he found at the Market house
and will supply any qttantity at
greatly reduced prices.
1:tre'destroyed fachange 'Rotel at
Pa., and- gra guests, had
narrow escape. The loss on prop-
friss was about $430,000. •
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office-Phone 369. IMO Residence Phone 736
For Vaults, Mbnucsseits and General Cemetery Work Uss
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE OK THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building parries*, as It BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS IIS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, thog 'TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
el201-hrlealill
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ,ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS
PORCELA, EXAMI:L CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEMS FITTING. PLUMBING.
Bodi Phonon 301, 132 SOS1th F ourth Bt., ps Kentucky Avenue.
the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
C. Gray, proprietor.
- mg OLD WINES AND WHISZIZIL
Itiottyddos otworiblo lo the amble Sae slaved to scam A
eellethey bade fre as tesia-
IA
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditil • Adjusting, Opening
or Closing • 'Is. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to-
JOHN D• SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentuckt.
apital and Surplus $1/515,000l
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Payee
per cent per aarium on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault ECT rent at $3 to $10 pet' year if to size. You carry acme own
key and no Orli but yourself has access.
+++++.4444-4**+.44
COU LSO,Att •
...PLUMBING... I1Steam and hot hater Heating.
Phone 133. 52 Broadway.
+44+44-14,44c1.+.1.4-1.4-44.11.41-er++++ +4.414441-14++++++14-14-1.4“1444441
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